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ABSTRACT

Intense use of aquifers for irrigation waters has caused groundwater

storage depletion in many areas of the arid and semi-arid west, includ

ing the San Luis Valley in south central Colorado. Artificial recharge

is a means of alleviating this problem. To show the practical benefits

of artificial rech~rge to local water users, a demonstration recharge

basin was operated in the San Luis Valley. Both numerical and analytical

models were calibrated to the aquifer response to suggest operational

policies. Analysis of the results of the demonstration project indicate

that if recharge operations are conducted during the non-irrigation

season when excess water is available, significant amounts of water can

be added to storage and combat groundwater depletion.

One difficulty with the use of models is that the results obtained

from them are hard to visualize by non-technical persons. Recently a

wide variety of microcomputers have become available which are relatively

inexpensive and have the capability of readily evaluating solutions which

describe groundwater response to artificial recharge. Their portability

and graphics features make them excellent demonstration tools. As part

of this study, a computer program was written which uses Glover's (1960)

solution for recharge from a rectangular ba~in to model artificial re

charge. The program is totally interactive, extremely user friendly and

runs on an Apple 11+ 48K microcomputer. The model describes ground

water response to artificial recharge in an infinite, homogeneous

aquifer and in a stream aquifer system and can also calculate discharge

into a stream. The model is designed for use by both technical and non

technical persons and is an excellent means of transferring knowledge
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from groundwater hydrologists to water users. The microcomputer model

developed in this study could be used in other parts of the San Luis

Valley to evaluate the benefits of artificial recharge in these other

areas,
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SAN LUIS VALLEY ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the arid and semi-arid west, productive irrigated agri

culture has been made possible by extensive use of groundwater from

aquifers. These aquifers are tapped year after year to supply irrigation

water for the crops. In many locations more water is taken out of the

aquifers ~nd consumed by the crops than can be naturally replenished

by the hydrologic cycle. Simple addition and subtraction indicates that

unless the water balance of the aquifer is maintained, eventually the

aquifer will become depleted.

The San Luis Valley in southern Colorado is a location where the

economy and livelihood of most of the population is dependent on irriga

ted agriculture. In the first part of the century, groundwater was used

mainly to supplement existing surface water supplies as a source of

irrigation water. Today farmers rely very heavily on these underground

water reserves as a major source of irrigation water. What once was

thought to be an endless resource is becoming more and ~ore precious.

With the high cost of pumping and difficulties in obtaining well permits,

it is clearly evident that the economic life of aquifer use is limited.

One of the best means of combating groundwater depletion is by

artificial recharge~ Excess surface water is pumped or allowed to

percolate down to the existing groundwater. The success of artificial

recharge as a management technique depends highly on how well the system

is understood.
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1. 2 Scope

In order to meet the first three objectives of demonstrating artifi

cial recharge, collecting and analyzing data and determining benefits and

beneficiaries, an artificial recharge basin was constructed and operated

in the winter and early spring of 1982, Employees of the Trinchera Irriga

tion Company and Rio Grande Water Conservancy District were directly in

volved in the construction and operation of the recharge basin, thus

obtaining first hand experience in the practice of artificial recharge.

The response of the aquifer was documented by collection of water level
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measurements from nearby wells. These data on aquifer response were

matched to both numerical and analytical mathematical models of artificial

recharge to determine the benefits and beneficiaries of artificial recharge.

Mathematical models provide a means of suggesting operational poli

cies and determining benefits of artificial recharge. Numerical methods,

such as the finite element method, and analytical methods exist which

can predict the response of the aquifer to artificial recharge. One of

the problems of these mathematical models is that it is difficult to'

transfer the results of the complex mathematical equations to the water

users. A microcomputer program waS developed to transfer the knowledge

by graphically displaying the response of the aquifer to artificial

recharge. The model was designed for use by both groundwater specialists

and non-technical water users. Specific operational policies for

different sites can be developed arid the benefits of artificial recharge

can be visibly determined by using the program.

Analytical solutions are appropriate for this type of microcomputer

program because of fast execution time and easy data input. Several

analytical solutions to the artificial recharge problem have been

developed yet they have not been thoroughly compared and studied to

determine the applicability of each solution. Based on a review and

comparison of analytical solutions, Glover's analytical solution (1960)

was chosen to analyze the data obtained from the San Luis Valley and

for use in the microcomputer model.



CHi\PTER II

SAN L11IS VALLEY

The San Luis Valley in south-central Colorado is an arid plateau

surrounded by the San Juan and Sange de Cristo mountain ranges

(Fig. 1). With an abundance of water derived chiefly from snowmelt from

the nearby mountain ranges, irrigation has made the valley one of

Colorado 's most productive agricultural regions. Although surface

water supplies most of the water needs, groundwater is very heavily

relied upon. Management of all water supplies is imperative for con

tinued success of the region.

Sedimentary deposits have accumulated in the valley since the

Holocene (Emery et aI, 1971) epoch, creating large confined and

unconfined aquifers. Since about the turn of the last century, ground

water has been used extensively for agriculture, municipalities and

industries. Recently the State Engineer has determined that there is

little unappropriated water remaining and permits for new·wells are

extremely difficult to obtain.

Artificial recharge is a means of water management which could

conserve this important resource. In years of high runoff, excess water

could be stored in the aquifer by means of artificial recharge. Sur

face water which is now lost to evapotranspiration could be put into

groundNater storage for future use.

A demonstration of artificial recharge was conducted in the San

Luis Valley to show its beneficial use and to study the use of differ

ent mathematical models which simulate artificial recharge. Measurements
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were taken to determine infiltration and aquifer response. Both

numerical and analytical models, both of which are useful management

tools, were calibrated to match the aquifer response. The field project

and the mathematical models demonstrate the benefits of artificial

recharge as well as enable specific artificial recharge policies to

be suggested.

2.1 Geology of the San L_uis.Jlall..."2'_

The San Luis Valley lies between two high mountain ranges, the

San Juan mountains to the west and Sangre de Cristo mountains to the

east (Fig. 2). The ranges merge at Poncha Pass to form the north

boundary of the valley. From Poncha Pass the valley extends south

110 miles to about lS,miles past the New Mexico State line.

The area of the valley is about 3200 mi 2 with an average altitude

of 7700 ft. Receiving less· than 8 inches of precipitation annually,

the arid high plateau experiences hot summers and cold winters with

an average annual temperature of 420F (Emery et aI, 1973).

After the uplifting which formed the Sangre de Cristo and San Juan

ranges, a large depression was left in between the two ranges. In the

late meiocine -or early pleiocene epoch, alluvial fans deposited sedi

ments characteristic of the Santa Fe formation. At the end of this

period of deposition, lava flows covered much of the alluvium. During

the late pleiocene or early pleistocene, a fresh water lake occupied

much of the valley, leaving the lacustrine deposits characteristic of

the Alamosa formation. The lake has since receded, leaving the valley

in its current state. Thes~ two formations, the Santa Fe and Alamosa,
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have by far the greatest hydrogeologic significance to the valley

(Siebenthal, 1910).

In most of the valley, the Santa Fe formation rests on top of an

impervious crystalline material and is overlain by the Alamosa forma

tion. Emery et al· (1971) reports that it is difficult to distinguish

between the two formations, except locally. At the surface,the

b~saltic San Luis Hills stretching from Fort Garland south, are typical

of the Santa Fe formation.

The Santa Fe formation is composed of clay, silt, sand, .gravel and

volcanic debris. The clay is described as pink, red, brown or blue and

is "firm or hard and blocky". The cIa):' layers are not of great areal

extent, but are local lenticular formations. The sand is often

cemented by c1ays·or calcareous material .. The well rounded shape of the

sand and gravel indicates that they are alluvial deposits (Powell,

1958) .

Typical of the 41amosa formation are lenses of clay interstratified

with sands or unconsolidated gravel. These sediments were deposited

by alluvial fans, feeding a fresh water lake. Coarser sediments are

more common around the edge of the valley, whereas finer lacustrine

deposits of clay and silt are more common in the center of the valley.

Recent deposits overlay the Alamosa formation and are difficult to

distinguish from it.

Two major aquifers, the confined and unconfined, composed of the

Santa Fe and Alamosa formation are present in the valley. Confining

clay or lava layers form the boundary between the two aquifers. The

thickness of the formation is up to 30,000 ft. (Emery, 1972), giving

the aquifers the capacity to store vast amounts of water.
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2.2 Hydrology 0 [ San Luis Val ley

Surface inflow is the most important source of water, averaging

abput 1,580,000 aere ft. per year (Emery, 1970). Precipitation con

tributes about 1,220,000 acre ft. per year. About 86% of this water

is consumed by evapotranspiration. The remaining 14% leaves as ground

water or surface flow. Emery et al (1975) estimated there is about 2

billion acre feet of ground water in storage. With the 'exception of the

closed basin around San Luis lake, where the water is dischilrged by

evapotranspiration, the water is drained by the Rio Grande River.

With mountains at its perimeter and alluvium full of porous sand

and gravel and confining layers of clay and lava, the valley is ideal

for a very productive confined aquifer. Much of the early ilgricultural

development of the valley was due to the existence of flowing artesian

wells with heads up to 55 ft. above the land surface (Siebendlal, 1910).

Siebenthal (1910) states that "the source of supply of the artesian

(confined) water in the San Luis Valley is unquestionably the mountain

streams which flow down across the, alluvial slopes. The disappearance

of the mountain streams ... is a matter of common observation." The

water is transmitted by slanting stratum where it is confined by

increasingly thicker layers of clay. In addition to recharge from

mountain snowmelt, recharge to .the aquifer also comes from part of the

Rio Grande River. Percolating irrigation water is an important source

.of recharge for both confined and unconfined aquifers. Precipitation,

which is on the average less than 8 inches annually, is not an important

source of recharge into the confined aquifer. Discharge from the confined
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aquifer comes from wells, springs and upward seepage. Emery at al (1973)

estimated about .6 ~o .8 ft. of upwards leakage per unit area into the

unconfined aquifer.

At the turn of the. 20th century large scale irrigation was made

possible by diversion of great amounts of water by canals. Many wells

tapping the confined aquifer also brought water to the surface. The

percolation of this irrigation added a substantial. amount of water

resulting in the cxpaus Lon of t he unconfined aquifer. It was not until

the drought of the 1930's that this unconfined aquifer was put into

heavy production.

Recharge to the unconfined aquifer is mostly from irrigation water

leaking from canals or percolating 'from fields. Other sources of

recharge are from precipitation, percolation of water from flowing

wells and upwards seepage from the confined aquifer. Discharge from

the aquifer is from streams, evapotranspiration and from wells (Powell,

1958) •

In an extensive survey, Emery et al (1972) was able to give ranges

of the hydraulic properties of the aquifer in different regions of the

valley. For the entire San Luis Valley area, the confined aquifer has

an average storage coefficient of about 0.008 and the range of trans

missivitie~ is from 200 to 200,000 ft 2/day. An average storage coeffi

cient for the unconfine4 ·aquifer is 0.2 and the range of transmissivity

is 130 to 33,000 square feet per day. For the confining layer which

separates the confined and unconfined aquifers, Emery et al (1975)

estimated a vertical hydraulic conductivity of .059 ft/day over most

of the valley where clay is the confining layer and .00059 where lava

is the confining layer. These values represent average .values for the

San Luis Valley and are not for the local recharge site.
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2.3 Water Use in the San'Luis Valley

Having an arid climate, irrigated agriculture has been important

since the time the original Hispanic settlers placed the first irriga

tion canal in Colorado near the town of San Luis. An important

historic event to the development of the valley was the discovery of

a flowing artesian well in 1887 by S.P. Heine (Siebenthal, 1910).

After that discovery, ground water use spread rapidly. In 1891 Carpenter

(1897) estimated there were 2000 flowing wells in the valley. Sieben

thaI (1910) counted 3,234 flowing wells. Powell reported about 7500

flowing wells in 1946. Emery et al (1973) estimates 650 large capacity

wells (>300 gpm) and about 7000 small capacity wells tapping the confined

aquifer. Over 2,200 large capacity wells withdraw water from the un

confined aquifer.

In 1970 approximately 1,900 thousand acre feet of water was used

.in the San Luis Valley. Of this, 1,250 thousand acre, feet was from

surface water diversion, 400 thousand acre feet was withdrawn from the

unconfined aquifer and about 250 thousand acre-feet was withdrawn from

the confined aquifer (Emery, 1973). The use of water from the confined

aquifer was more or less constant from 1940 to 1970, but water use from

the unconfined aquifer varies inversely with stream flow.

Many water use problems have developed in'the San Luis Valley. Use

of surface water for irrigation has caused water logging and high

consumptive use in many areas. Some soils have become alkal~ due to

large amounds of evapotranspiration. Since 1957 deliveries of

water to New Mexico and Texas have been deficient in accordance with

the Rio Grande impact (Emery, 1972). Due to the lack of unappropriated

water it is now very difficult to obtain permits for drilling new wells.



CHAPTER III

FIELD DEMONSTRATION RECHARGE PROJECT

3.1 Location

The recharge site is located approximately 3 miles south-east of

Fort Garland in Costilla County (Fig. 1) on a Forbes-Rinchera Ranch

lot. The basin is near Gaccon road, about 300 ft. west of Trinchera

Canal and about 800 ft. south of the Sangre de Cristo Trinchera

Division (Fig. 3).

Water obtained with permission from the Trinchera Irrigation

Company was diverted from the Trinchera Canal into the basin. The

water leaks from Mountain Home Reservoir into Trinchera Creek and is

then diverted into the Trinchera Canal.

The project site was chosen to isolate the response of the aquifer

from other aquifer stresses. Compared to other parts of the San Luis

Valley, there is little irrigated agriculture nearby, so recharge of

irrigation water is not a problem. Some of the large irrigation pumps

in the vicinity (Fig. 3) are in use during the irrigation season but

not in late fall, winter and early spring. Wells #2, 3 and 4 on

Figure 3 are also available to measure aquifer response to artificial

recharge. The geology is less complex in this area than other areas.

The surface material Ls sandy and 'appeared to have very good infiltra

ting potential.
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3.2 Site Geolosy

Well logs were obtained from wells 1, 3 and 4 (Table 1). These

logs indicate the clay, sand and gravel typical of the. Santa Fe and

Alamosa formations. At the time of study the depth to water was about

100 feet. In the region above 100 feet the logs show mostly sand and

gravel with some clay streaks, which should allow rapid deep percolation.

There appears to be no definite confining layers in the first 180 feet

from the surface. The geologic logs indicate some thick clay layers

but these clay layers do not appear to be extensive and did not appear

to 'impede the vertical movement of recharge water. Emery (1972) LndLca-:

tes all these wells tap the unconfined aquifer. The wells are over 500

feet deep and possibly tap both unconfined and confined aquifers.

The saturated thickness is difficult to determine as a bottom

impermeable stratum cannot be distinguished on the geologic logs. It

was assumed that the saturated thickness of the aquifer is about the

deptp of well penetration which is about 500 feet.

3.3 Project Operation

The recharge basin was excavated in late fall 1981, to a size of

about 200 feet by 140 feet. The depth of the recharge basin was about

1 to 2 feet. The excavated top soil was used as retaining dikes of

•about 1 to 3 feet in height surrounding the recharge basin. An inlet

channel was constructed to convey water from the Trinchera canal to

the recharge basin (Figure 3). Near the s i t.e of diversion a cutthroat



TABLE 1.

15

First 160 feet of well logs

,

,

Depth
Hell 1. Well 3 Well 4 I.

(ft)
,

,

10
sand and gravelsand and ¥ravel

,

20
, 1

-'-"-I

30 b r own c l ay sand and gravel-_ ...

40 brown clay a~d sand
sand and clay

, gravel and clay,

50
I:

60 sand and grdvel

70 gravel and clay

80
gravel i

,

I
90 ,

100

sand and c Lay
110 ,

,

120
small gravel and gravel and clay

, sand streaks

130

!

140 b r own clay anf! sand

1---

150 small gravel and
sand

hard gravel

I
~
]:

I
I
I
t
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flume was installed to measure inflow. Inflow into the Trinchera canal

was controlled by a gate at Trinchera Creek, which allowed adjustment

of the size of the pond in the recharge basin. The start of the

operation was delayed until early spring.

The recharge operation started February 24, 1982 and water was

recharged for a period of 49 days. A total volume of about 1,123,000

cubic feet of water was recharged during the operation. Periodic well

measurements wer e taken during and after the recharge period to measure

the response of the aquifer. On April 14, 1982, well number 1 began

pumping for irrigation water and the project came to a close.

At the beginning of the operation, a large amount of sediment was

carried into the basin. The silting of the basin caused a reduction of

the infiltration rate, so the level of water in the basin had to be

checked frequently. Daily operation of the recharge basin was handled

by personnel of the Trinchera Irrigation District, allowing the local

personnel in the San Luis Valley to gain experience in artificial

recharge.

3.4 Aquifer Response to Recharge

Well elevations and recharge basin elevations were obtained by

survey. In this report, all elevations were taken with respect to a

local reference point.

Wells 2, 3 and 4 (Figure 3) were used as observation wells to

measure t~e response of the aquifer. Measurements started in March

1982 and continued throughout the entire project. The initial conditions

were those measurements taken the day of startup. After 41 days well 2

showed a rise of .43 ft., well 3 a rise of .62 ft. and well 4 a ris~
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of .61 ft. Well measurements were made by personnel of the Rio Grande

Conservancy District.

3.5 Infiltration Rate

To obtain the infiltration rate a mass balance given by: inflow

+ precipitation-evaporation = infiltration, was performed. This mass

balance assumes steady state conditions where the depth of the pond

stays constant. This steady 'state approximilLion is good except during

small times such .1$ the turn on and shut off of inflow water.

3.5.1 Inflow

Inflow was measured by a cutthroat flume placed near the site of

diversion. The flume was 5 feet in length with a 4 inch throat. The

flow depth, measured immediately before the throat, was measured by a

float in the stilling basin. A Steven's type F water stage recorder

was used with a 32 day clock to record the depth of flow.

The flow rating was determined by the relationship (Skogerboe

et al, 1973).

Q = 1.265 h 1;69
a

where

Q = discharge (cfs)

and

h = flow depth (ft).
a

(1)

From the chart paper, flow depths were averaged over eight hour periods.

The inflow hydrograph is given on Figure 4. The total volume of

inflow was 1,151,000 cubic feet of water. Precipitation during the

recharge period was small, resulting in a total volume of 1160 cubic
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feet of water. Any daily p r e cl p l tn t Lon re co r de d In t he nenrby town of

Blanca was added to the inflow.

INFLOW H~DROGR~~HINFLOW
[t:F5J

1

r.: '.OJ

~~
./

25 50

Cl>fW5JTIME

Figure 4 - Inflow Hyd ro gr aph

3.5.2 Evaporation

To estimate evaporation, a nomograph from Linsley, Kohler and

Paulhus (1975) was used. Hean daily temperature, dewpoint temperature,

wind velocity and net solar radiation are the necessary parameters to

calculate evaporation.

The nomograph relies heavily on mean dailY temperature which was

accurately measured. Mean daily temperatures Were obtained from the

nearby town of Blanca. The mean dewpoint temperature was estimated

to be OoC. Net radiation was estimated at 700 Langley's which is
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slighly greater than the clear day solar. radiation for the period of

recharge. It was observed tha t there was a gr ca t deal of wind during

the project operation, so a wind speed of 140 miles per day was used

(which is an extremely large value for average daily wind speed).

The calculated values .for evaporation are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2 Lvapo ru t Lou From Rccha ruc lln s Lu

Period

2/24 - 2/28

3/1 - 3/15

3/16 - 3/31

4/1 - 4/14

Assumptions

Average
Evaporation Evaporation

Temperature (in/day) (ft/day)of

33.3 0.22 0.018

32.5 0.22 0.018

35.0 0.23 0.019

40.0 0.27 0.022

Dew Point Temp.

Hind Velocity

Solar Radi.ation

140 mi/day

700 LanLey's/day

--------~~--~-~~---~------------_._------~-------

An evaporation pan was operated during the second half of April. This

allowed a comparison between evapo rat.Lon estimated from the nomograph to

that measured by the evaporation pan. The pan evaporation for the

second half of April was 3.83 inches or an average rate of .225 inches

per day. The calculated evaporation using all the assumptions for
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dewpoint, solar radiation ~nd wind movement was 6.40 inches or an average
!

!

rate of .37-6 inches per day .

The total calculated ¢vaporation [rom the recharge hasin was

~d, 720 cubic feet, wh.lcli i$ only 2 -. 5 pe rc eut, of the inflow. The caI cu-

!

lated evaporation using th1 nomograph most likely overestimated the
<

actual evaporation but bec~use evaporation was very small compared to

inflow, any errors introdu~ed were negligible.

3.5.3 Calculated infiltration rate

The infiltration rate:in feet per day was calculated by dividing

the net infiltration volum, hy the area over which the watcr was sprcad.

The avera.ge infil tration rate over the recharge period was about; 1.0/..

ft. per day. During. the f~rst 25 days of recharge, the water was

I •

maintained in a 200' 'x IDOl' area and the average recharge rate was

1.82 ft. per day. For the! last 24 days, when water spread outside of

the basin due to collapsc ~f the dike, the average infiltration rate was

.22 feet per day. The low, infiltration rat~ for the last 24 days

reflects a doubling of are~ over Wllich water was spread.

3.6 Aquifer Transmissiv~ty and Specific Yield

Emery (1972) conducteU specific capacity tests in the region and

res ported a range of trans~issivities he tween 3000 and 17,000 re2/ day

around the area of the re~~arge site. Data was available from tIle

geologic logs of wells nealr the recharge site to estimate transmissivity

by the specific capacity ~ethod.

Neglecting well Los s els , the equation for specific capacity using

the logarithmic app.rox Lma tji on for the well function is (Todd, 1980)
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47fT
(2)

and

s = drawdown at the well
w

rw = radIus uf the well.

Following the work of Emery, the storage coefficient in equation (2)

was set at 0.2.

The geologic logs for wells 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 11 ad specific capacity

information to obtain transmissivity of the aquIfer by equation (2).

In all cases, the drawdown, discharge and radius of the well were given.

The logs did not contain the duration of the specific capacity tests.

The time was guessed to be 24 hours. Time does not affect the cal cuIa-

tion of transmissivity by equation (2)much, because time is contained in

the logarithmic term. ·Erroneous discharge and drawdown have a much

greater effect on the calculated transmissivity. Table 2 sunma r Lzes

the results of transmissivities for these wells.

To study the sensitivity of the method, a storage coefficient of

.1 changes the value of transmissivity near wellS and 6 from 5760 to

6130 ft 2/day. A storage of .2 but a time of 1/2 day changes the

transmissivity to 5380 ftZ/day. From these specific capacity teSts it

2can be concluded that the transmissivity is on the order of 7500 ft /day.

Perhaps the best estimate of transmissivity was obtained from calibra-

ting the artificial recharge models to the actual field data.
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Transmissivity obtained from specific capacity tests.

Well Q
(ds) (ft)

T
(ft 2/ da y )

1 3.00 34 10

1* 1. 41 32.6 8

2 3.68 30 10

4 6.6 59** 10

5 2.7 38 9

6 2.7 38 9

7550

3380

9330

5760

5760

*records of a pump test supplied by Trinchera Ranch.

**estimated"drawdown.



CHAPTER IV

MODELING THE PROJECT OPERATION

4.1 Analytical Model

To use the analytical model, several simplifying assumptions were

made. The aquifer was assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, infinite

in areal extent with an initial horizontal water table. In actuality,
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the aquifer has layers of interbedded sand, gravel and clay and is not

homogeneous in a vert Leal cross section (Table 1). Areally, tlhe

aquifer is composed of sand and gravel with some clay streaks with no

apparent large inhomogeneities. No d a t a are avai Labl e to take i1lnto

account areal inhomogeneities and the use of constant areal tran1s-

missivity in the model is thought to be valid. The aquifer has large

saturated depth at the project site, so the linearizing aSSllmpt~ n of

constant transmissivity in time is thought to be va.l Ld ,

There is no flow boundary which at its closest point is abo t

1500 feet away from the recharge site. The boundary is far enou'h away

that it should not affect the shape of the recharge mound.

The slope of the water table at the recharge site was very mall

and an initial horizontal water table was used in both analytica and

numerical models.

4.2 Numerical Model

The grid system (Fig ure 5) used by the finite element model was

cons t ruc t ed to include the no-flow boundary. The location of t h e no-

flow boundary Is approximately at the base of the hil l.s (Figure ).

The remaining bo undn r l.e.s u r c no-flow but arc placed at l a r gc cuo J~',1i

d Ls t anc es away from the project site that they will not greatly

affect flow due to recharge.

The assumptions o f homogcneous , isotropic aqu Lfe r wi th all Ln i tI a ll y

horIzontal water table were also used in the finite element mode

During calibration, the variable recharge rate and area of sprea ing

were taken into account.
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Figure S - Finite element grid of area of artificial recharge.
Shaded area represents basin.
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4.3 Calibration of the Models

To calibrate ~he mod Is, the aquifer response calCIJlated _y the

olution, transmissivities be tween 10:,000

model was compared wi tlh tl e aquifer response measured in the field.

I

In bo th models, the stpra e coefficient was set at 0.2. Only La rga

deviations in the stor~te coefficient will greatly affect results

obtained by the model. I T .ansmissivity was varied unt:ll the modlel

calculations gave a be~t it to the measured field values. The. lag
I

time be tween the Lrrs t Iday of infiltrCltion and the first da y of aquifer

response was taken :Lntq account on all calibration runs.
I,

I
,

I

Calibration o~ th analytical model

Using the analytiJal

and 15,000 ft
2/day

s Lmul a t the field results fairly well. A co.ns t ant

4.3.1

recharge rate of 1.82 ft/d y was used for the entire recharge p~riod

and the chang e in the recharge a r ca was not taken into a c co un t v The

recllarge area was set at lAo' by 200' covering tIle western portion of

tile basin (Figure 3). Th,' cu l cu l.n t cd emu <.l('LII:l1 L'l c. l d dn t a ar<i.~ shown

in Table 4.
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i

0.56

0.35

0.30

0.71

0.63

0.55 I

1--

Height
Numerical

(f t )

0.57

0.39

0.72

0.33

0.95

0.72

c.1Jc:ulatcd
Analytical

(f t )

I

ancl Neasured Hound Rise with T = lQ,OOO.

"--+-"
i

~.49
,

,

0.45
I
,

Q.20

(j.61

I

0.62

0.43

,

N~astlred

lleil',lht
i (ft)
I

Calculated

4

2

3

4

3

2

ve n
No.

4 -

22

22

22

41

41

41

Time

TABLE

(days)

i
4.3.2 Calibration of ithe finite element model

The fini te element i d 1 took into account the change 'n rechargerna
rate and change in area bf he basin. For the first 25 day the re-

charge rate Was set at 1~82 ft/day spreading over a 100' by 200' area.

For the next 24 days the! re:harge rate was set at 0.22 ftilLy spreading

over an area twice as lakge. the extra 100' by 200' area sP1eading

towards well

heights compare very welt. Using a transmissivity of 10,001 ft 2/day,

the maximum difference brwel"n observed and c~lCulated r esponsc was about

0.12 ft. As a calibratio~ parameter 10,000 ft /day agrees wtlu wf.t h

the specific capacity te$ts nd was the homogeneous transmis ivity used
i

in the simulation runs.
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,~.4 Simulation of Artificial Recharge

The calibrated models were used to predict the aquife response to

a different sequence of recharge events. One of the best p licies would

be to operate the recharge basin as much as possible when he water is

During the coldest winter montfs it is

assumed that recharge would not be possible because the wUfer would

freeze. The hypotlletical recharge operation considered ani 18 model was

to recharge from October to December, shut the operutiond wn in January

to February, then begin recharging again in March and Apri The periods

of recharge are highly weather dependent so the cycle woul+ never be

exactly like this. However, this hypothetical example will allow the

benefits of a sustained recharge operation to be studied.

The entire existing 20.0' by 140' basin was used with constant

recharge rate of 1.8 fee,t per day. From the actual r e cha r e operation,

this appears to be the 'maximum rate the soil will allow ov r a long time

period. The water table was assumed to be initially horiz ntal and the

natural and artificial (Lv e . pumping) water table fluctuat ons were
!

neglected. The obtained results may be superimposed on the!e fluctuations.

~:::::. 6 gives the results using Glover's solution for t I'e first five

The results obtained by the finite element solution f1r the recharge

operation from Octob e r to March are shown in Figure 7. these values

were obtained along the center line of the basin parallel 1'" co, Leng t h

(200 ft) axis. The results are slightly higher than those obtained with

!
,
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5LV AT 3~ TO lS~ ~~ 3~ !)A~5

GROUNl)

F"I ITE ELEMENT
IMULI"ITION

Figure 6 - Aquifer respon e to 5 months ofartificiRl recharge

calcuiated fro the analytical model.

MOUN!)
HEIGHT
[FT]

., ..······..··· ····· ..····· ·· ···· ..· ·····c'==, .

r rME = 3"' ~(;l

(1

I) I TANeE CFTJ
ge 12k] 150 18B 21~ l)1"I~S

aaa

Figure 7 - Aquifer respon e to 7 months of artificial recharge

calculated fro the fLn i.t e element model. . The first 3

months are the solid line, the next I, months are the dotted

line.
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the analytical solution probabl)l due to the presence of the impermeable

boundary.

Hydrographs of wells 2, 3 qnd 4 calculated from the finite element

model are shown in Figure 8.

rose approximatel.y 2 feet.

'The water levels in each of the wells

MOUND
HEIGHT
[rTJ

<:.'-1

WE~~ HY~ROGR~PH5

WE~~'-1

I2l - Cfl~CU~f'lTEI>

90 :120 150
TI Mq [[)fWSJ

POINtS

lSB

Figure 8 Well hyd rog r aphs Cei r 7 months of artificial recharge.

Another simulation run was made with the analytical model with a

constant recharge rate of 1. 82 fjeet per day assuming a sustained seven

months recharge operation. The irLse at the center was about 3.5 feet

which was not significantly greJter than the center mound height shown

in Figure 6. Due to high transn\issivities the water table does not rise
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a great deal in response to recharge. However, the water does spread

rapidly to enhance aquifer storage at large distance from the recharge

basin.

4.5 Benefits of Recharge in the San Luis Valley

A tangible benefit of artificial recharge is the reduced cost of

pumping due to raising water table. For a radius of more than 1000

feet around the recharge basin the water to/as raised approximately two

feet. In this case, the high transmissivity is ideal because all the

large capacity wells (wells 1 to 6, Figure 3) near the recharge basin

would benefit from the raised water table.

If the same recharge operation were performed in another location

where the transmissivities are lower the mound build up near the basin

would ·be much greater. Figure 9 shows the mound buildup when the

transmissivity is 1000 ftZ/day compared to the simulation run where the

transmissivity was 10,000 ftZ/day. In an area of low transmissivity,

placing a recharge basin near an existing well would greatly reduce

pumping lift.

Raising the water table 2 feet a year is substantial over a long

time period. This long range benefit of artificial recharge is less

tangible than reducing pumping lifts but is more important. Heavy

dependence on the aquifer will eventually cause serious aquifer deple

tion. Over the long run, the benefits of a resource. cannot be continually

. enjoyed unless they are replenished. Adding one or two feet of water to

the aquifer may not seem significant but if excess surface waters are

efficiently recharge at many sites, this yearly addition to the aquifer

can become very significant.
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GRDUNI>
5URfeCf:

Figure .9 - 3-months aquifer response to T = 1000 (solid line) and

T = 10,000 (~otted line).

4.6 Operational Suggestions

I

A successful recharge operation demands more than spreading water
,

over a permeable surface. Continual maintenance and support by local

water. users is necessary to obtain all the potential benefits of arti-

ficia1 recharge. From the experience of this demonstration project some

operational policies are suggested.

Incoming sediments greatly reduce the recharge rate. In the San

Luis Valley there are two significant sources of sediment, the inflowing

water and the wind. To prevent sediments from inflowing water to spread

over the entire basin, the depth of the basin should be dug deeper near

the entrance to the basin. This deeper area will cause most sediments

to settle in one isolated area. There is not much that can be economically

done to retard incoming1sediments carried by the wind.
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bot~om of the basin will become silted, reducing the
I,

recharge rate. The wat~r level in the pond must be continually checked

and the inflow rate adj6sted when necessary, to prevent overflowing.
!

During periods when the! recharge basin is not in use, the bottom should

I
be scraped and roughene~ to increase the potential recharge rate.

I

The basin should b~ made as level as possible. If it is not level,
"

water should enter at tre high point of the basin to ensure that the

basin gets filled. The! basin' should be dug to a depth of about two or

three feet. The retain~ng dikes should not be heavily relied upon to

hold the water 'so the dfpth of water should not be allowed to rise

far above the surroundi~g ground surface.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

An artificial rechilrge basin was successfully operated in spring of

1982. The recharge basin construction, operation and maintenance was done

in cooperation with th~ Trinchera Irrigation Company giving them first

hand experience in artificial recharge.

Data was collected prior to, during and after the recharge operation.

All the wells within a 600 foot radius from the basin showed a half foot

rise in water level due to artificial recharge.

Numerical and analytical modeling calibrated on the aquifer response

were used to predict aqmifer response to a different set of conditions.

The models showed that mound build up was not large due to high trans-

missivity. The recharging water spread rapidly increasing storage in a

large area surrounding the basin.

The models were us~d to vary operational policies consistent with

recharge facilities and water availability. The models showed that if

water is recharged during the non-irrigation season excepting those

months when water would freeze, one foot of water would be added to

aquifer storage for a radius of at least 1000 feet from the recharge

basin. This one foot may not seem significant but if the practice is

continued year after year, aquifer dep1ction will be retarded and more

i

water will be in storag~ for drought years.

Artificial recharg¢ benefits all water users in the area surrounding

the recharge basin by a~ding water to storage. The long term benefits

of artificial recharge o/i11 be the greatest because of retardation of
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aquifer depletion. Water recharged during years of high surface runoff

is kept in storage for ~rought years.

A microcomputer mo~el was developed (Appendices A and B) as a means

of evaluating the opera~ion and benefits of specific recharge policies.

The microcomputer model can be used to display aquifer response to local

water users.
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF MATHEMATICAl DESCRIPTIONS OF ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE

FROM BASINS

A.l General Description of Artificial Recharge [rom Basins'

Although there are many means of artificial recharge, only re-

charge from two-dimensional basins i.s described here. To operate the

basin, water is spread over a large surface area and allowed to in-

filtrate. The water percolates downward until it is refracted by the

water table, resulting in the growth and spreading of a recharge mound

(Fd g , A.I).

R

------i=b::':::1=tIl=11:=iJ"~ Recho'9' Basin

! I, "w[f1: 0'
I I L

I
1

Recha rqe Mound

H

h

b

Figure A. I Definition sketch of artificial recharge from basins.
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The vertical movemen,t of percolating water depends on the initial'

water content of the geologic profile, the vertical hydraulic conduct

ivity of the geologic medium and air entrapped beneath the wetting front.

Only movement of water in .the saturated zone will be mathematically

described, but it is important to understand how the movement through

the unsaturated zone affects the validity of the saturated models. In

field situations it is difficult to determine the time of travel from

the ground surface to the water tablA. Watcr may pass through different

geologic stratum with varying hydraulic properties which might impede

vertical flow and cause spreading. Air beneath the advancing wetting

front moves laterally, causing a rounded shape of the wetting front

(Bianchi and Haskell, 1966). Even though the recharge rate at the sur

face may be constant in time, it may take some time after the wetting

front reaches the water table before 'a constant recharge rate is obtained.

For descriptions of artificial recharge which include the unsaturated

zone see Freeze (1971), Kashkuli (1981) and Ortiz (1977).

The shape of the mound depends upon the recharge rate, ;the size of

the basin and the hydraulic characteristics of the soil. A greater

ease of lateral movement (transmissivity) will allow ater to spread

rapidly, thus impeding the vertical growth of the mound. If the

porosity and storage capabilities of the soil are high, the vertical

growth and spreading of the mound will be slowed down.

The shape of the mound is important for many reasons. The increased

height of the water table at the location of a well will decrease

pumping lifts. Seasonal fluctuations of the water table influenced by

artificial recharge can be studied. If a stream is in the v,icinity,

it may be important to know how much recharging water is d Lscha rge d into
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the stream. To avoid drainage problems, the water table should not come

too close to the land surface. For these reasons the design of a basin

and recharge rate are influenced by the mound geometry.

Solutions have been developed to describe artificial recharge.

These solutions use different boundary conditions, basin shapes and

linearization techniques. First the derivation of partial differential

equations used to formulate the solutions is outlined.

A.2 The Differential Equation Describing Groundwater Flow·

There are many approaches to solve the problem of the recharge

mound geometry. These approaches use different linearizing .as sump t Lorrs

and different boundary conditions. To test the validity and show the

limitations of the solutions for aritifical recharge mound geometry,

the assumptions and equa tions used must be clarly stated. Al though

the derivation of partial differential equations for groundwater flow

are well documented (for example: McWhorter and Sunada, 1977, Todd, 1980;

Bear, 1979) it is useful to outline these.derivations and state the

assumptions used.

Analytical solutions for artificial recharge consider ~n unconfined

aquifer in which the pressure of the free surface is atmospheric. The

first two assumptions made are that the aquifer is isotropic and has an

impermeable bottom.

The Dupuit Forchheimer assumptions offer a means to exrress dis

charge in an unconfined aquifer. These assumptions state that if the

slope of the water table is small,the pressure head distribution in a

cross section is hydrostatic and the flow is horizontal in a cross

section (McWhorter, Sunada, 1977). This allows flow in two dimensions

to be considered.
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The Darcy velocity is given by

+
q = - Kllh

where

+
q = Darcy velocity (LIT)

K = hydraulic conductivity (LIT)

h
P

the 'piezometric head (L)pg + Z,

P = pressure (MIT)

p density of water (M/LJ)

g = gravitational acceleration (L2/T)

z = elevation above a datum (L)

and

K = K(x,y)

h = h(x,y)

II = ex t + ~y 1)
The flow per unit width of aquifer,' Q, is then 'given by

Q = - Kvh .

(A.l)

(A.2)

In an unconfined aquifer there-are three storage mechanisms: water

compression, aquifer expansion and filling of the pores. Filling of

pore spaces is far more important than the other two mechanisms for

increasing the volume of ' an aquifer. Apparent specific yield, S ,is
y

used to describe the storage prop~rties of an unconfined aquifer, where

Syis defined as the volume of water released per unit area per unit

decline in head, or

s
y

where

6 V
=

AlIh

V = volume (LJ)

A area (L2)

(A. J)
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-Q I )- wJ 6t
Y y=O

=[(~x QXI ) 6y +(}- Q I )C': -w] 6t
x=O Y Y y=O

(A.6)

From the definition of specific yield, the volume change in storage is

Sj 6x6y) 6h S(6x6y) [h(t+6t) - h(t)]
y (A. 7)

The continuity equation now can be written as

ax +(~ Q \ 6y +WJ = Sy(6x6y) [h(t+6t)-h(t)]
y y y=J . (A.8)

Specific yield, Sy, is replaced by an equivalent term, S, the storage

coefficient. Using Darcy's law to substitute for Q
x

and Q
y

' dividing

both sides by 6x6y6t, and letting 6x, 6y, 6t + 0, the equation becomes

ah
Sat (A.9)

which is the non-linear equation for a non-homogeneous isotropic aquifer.

Numerical methods, such as finite difference and finite element methods

can be used to solve this equation.

If. the aquifer is homogeneous (K = constant), the equation

is written

a
ax

where

(h ~~) + ~ = ~
K K

ah
at (A .10)
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The derivation of the partial di fferent ial equations will follow

a volume balance approach a's sumi.ng that the compressibility of water

can be neglected (Bear, 1979). Consider a volume .element with horizontal

area axay (Fig.A.2). The volume balance can be stated as the volume

inflow minus the volume outflow is equal to the negative of the time

rate of change of storage within the element. In the case of recharge,

the vertical accretion is an important source of inflow.

h/t=8t_

Qyly=O---+

I
I
I
I
I
I
)- --

+----Qy Iy= 8y

_._----y

Figure A. 2. - Volume Ele.ment

'Using a Taylor's series expansion neglecting higher order terms.

Outflow minus inflow during time at becomes

(11..4)

(11..5)
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which is the non-linear Boussinesq. equation. Because of the no~

linearity the equation is difficult to solve by analytical methods,

so linearizing assumptions are made.

To lineari.ze the equation, an average saturated depth, b , needs

to be defined. Using this constant, b, and the definition of trans

missivity,

T ~ K b'

where

T transmissivity (L2fT)

equation (2.10) can be written as

(A. 11)

(A.12)

This form of the differential equation for groundwater flow is used

to obtain all the analytical solutions except Baumann's.

It is important to know which equation to use for a given field

problem. A comparison of each solution was made to give suggestions

on their use. Each solution is stated. Because computers are needed

in analyses of these equations, the numerical methods us~d to evaluate

each solution is described. To compare solutions, numerical values

were given to each parameter to test the sensitivity of each solution

to the pa r ame t e r s (Table A .1) .
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TAIlLE A.l Data for Trial Runs

Recharge Rate

Hydraulic Conductivity

Initial Saturated Depth

Storage Coefficient

Time

Basin \Yidth

Basin Length

Equivalent Radi\lS

=

=

=

=

1. 0 I t Zday

210.0 ft Iday

20, 50, 200, 100 ft

.20

stated in examples

200 i't.

200 ft

1l.2.8 ft

A.3 Baumann's Solution for a Circular Basin

To obtain a solution, Baumann (1952) assumes the mound developes

from a constant volume rate of recharge, w, froffi'a circular basin

of radius a. To describe the mound two zones .ar e defined: zone I,

which is the horizontal area from the center of the basin extending

to the radius, and zone II, which extends from the edge of the basin

to a distance D, where the mound height, H, is zero (Fig. A.l). The

mound growth is transient with distance D changing with time.

Baumann is unique in that he does not start with the governing

partial differential equation but uses another strategy for obtaining

separate solutions for zones I and II. He first defines a flow

func tion Q* which can be used to describe flow in zones I and II.
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A.3.l Baumann's Flow Function

The flow function which Baumann defines meets four conditions

to describe the flow of groundwater due to artificial recharge. The

first condition is that the volume rate of flow leaving zone I is equal

to the volume rate of flow entering zone II. The next three conditions

describe the flow as it reaches the radius of influence, D. The radius

of influence acts like an impermeable boundary across which no flow

crosses. At the radius .o f influence there is no slope to the wa t c r

table. The flow approaches zero as it approaches the radius of influence.

These conditions are expressed mathematically as

1) Q* w at r = a o: 13)

2) Q* = 0 at r = D (A.14)

3) dH/dr = 0 at r = D (A.15)

4) Q* -) 0 at D
(A.16)

r =

Baumann's flow function which meets these conditions has an exponential

form

Q* w [ 1 _ exp(r)
D (

r - a\
D-a) exp(-r/L)]. (A.17)

A.3.2 Solution for Zone II

The flow function, Q*, is equated to the flow obtained by Darcy's

law to obtain a differential equation for zone II.

for

Q* _ 2nr(H+b) Kdll
dr

(A.18)

a < r < D.

The solution of this differential equation yields the mound height

for any distance r in zone II.
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I
D-a [(r + D - a) exp

D-r
D

!<
2D + rJ}) 2 (~A.19)

A.3.3 Solution for Zone I

Underneath zone I, Baumann assumes that the volume rate of flow

of recharging water entering a circular area of radius r, is equal to

the volume rate of flow leaving the same circular .area of radius r.

The volume rate of flow leaving the circular area of radius a can also

be found by Darcy's law.· The differential equation describing this

volume flux is written

.dH
= Zn r (H + b) K dr (A.20)

for

o c r < a.

Solution of the differential equation yields the expression for mound

height in zone I.

2 ~
H = - b + [(H +b)2 - ~ J

o 2TrKa2

where

H = mound height at r = O.
o

(A. 21)

The central mound height is still unknown but can be found by

equating the expression for mound heights in zone I and zone II at

the edge of the recharge basin (r = a). Algebraic rearrangement gives

the solution for center mound height from equations (A.20) and (A.2l).
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A.3.4 Time Dependence of Baumann's Solution

Nowhere in the solutions for mound height does any reference to

time appear and Baumann gives no clear means of finding the distance to

the radius of influence. The solution is commonly mistaken to repre-

sent a steady state solution. He does give an expression for volume

underneath the recharge mound which was used to relate the distance

to'the radius of influence to a time, t.

The volume of water stored by the rech~ll;gc mound is cqun I to the

volume rate of recharge multiplied by time.

{

2 8 D3 .2. D2a _ Da 2 + 1 a 3
V = wt = SI<!. Q + - 2 2

Kb 4 D-a
(A.23)

Dividing through by the volume rate of recharge, w, gives an expression

for the time at which a given radius of influence is reached. The

equation is still not in a useful form. A means of obtaining the

radius of influence corresponding to a given time is needed.

Equation (A.23) is highly non-linear in D and a solution relating

D to t cannot be found, so a trial and error technique was used in this

study. Newton's method (Campbell and Dierker, 1979) is used to solve

for D given t, because it is easy to implement on a computer and leads

to quick convergence. The generai form of Newton's method is

f(D)
= Dn - ft (D) (A. 24)

where n is the iteration step. Using equation (A.23) to'obtain f(D),

differentiating f (D) and subs tituting these into equa tion (A. 24) gives



(Dr-a )

50

(A.25)

(o-ajexp --o
2

(D-a)

322
(60 -4aO - Sa 0 - ~J

Z
Z a·2a ) - _.20 .

A first guess of 0 as well as the given time,ti,must be supplied to the

right hand side of the equation to calculate 0n+l' 0n+l is then

substituted for 0 in the right hand side of the equation. The process

is repeated until the calculated 0n+l matches O. As a suggestion, an

initial guess of 0 = lOa causes fast convergence.

The entire mound profile at any time can now be found. 0 is first

found for the specified time by equation (A.25). The central mound

height Ho is next found by equation (A.Z2). Ho is substituted into

equation (A.2l) to find the solution for mound height in zone I.

Equation (A.19) gives the mound height in zone II . . Example mound

profiles are given in Fig. A.3 with the data given in Table A.I with

b = 50 ft. The plot was done on an Apple II computer with points

calculated on the CybeIC 720 from the appropriate equations.
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Figure A.3 - Baumann's Solution Spreading with Time.

A.3.5 Discussion of Baumann's Method

The validity of Baumann's method may 'be questioned because his

solutions are not obtained from the governing partial differential

equations. The conditions he uses to describe flow under zone I are

not accurate. Condition I (equation A.13 and equation A.20) states

that the volume entering an area of radius, r, equal the volume

leaving this same area. This implies there is ~o change in storage

under zone I. CertainlY, the buildup of the mound underneath the

recharge basin is due to water kept in storage.

Baumann uses a radius of influence which acts as an impermeable

boundary and spreads in time. This assumption, that the recharge

mound spreads with time, may be more appropriate than assuming that

there is an instantaneous response over the entire aquifer.
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The flow function that Baumann defines may seem arbitrary but was

found to do a good job in describing the groundwater response to artifi

cial recharge. !The equations that Baumann uses are all algebraic

requiring no su~ooations. The iterative procedure to find D must be

performed once per time step. Baumann's solution thus has the ad

vantage of being easy to program.

A.4 Glover's Solutions for Circular and I~cct~lnglllar Basins

Glover (1960) was the first to obtain solutions for artificial

recharge using the governing differential equations for groundwater

flow. lIe presents an instantaneous solution for the case of recharge

from a circular basin, and a continuous solution for the case of a

rectangular basin. Glover's instantaneous solution for a circular

basin was extended to the more useful case of continuous recharge.

A.4.l Linearizing Technique Used by Glover

Glover assumes that the initial saturated thickness, b, represents

an average saturated thickness at any time during the aquifer response

to recharge. This approximation is good if the actual saturated thick

ness, h, at any given time is approximately equal to b, or that the

mound rise, II, is small compared to b. The transmissivity· says constant

in time and space and is written

T(x,y,t) = Kb (A.26)

This technique is widely used and has led to many important solutions

to groundwater problems.
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A.4.2 Glover's Approach to ~olving the Governing Differential

Equation for Groundwater Flow

To obtain solutions for artificial recharge, Glover superimposes

line sources, injecting water into the initial aa tura t ed thickness of

the aquifer over ,the area of the recharge basin. The volume of water

injected is equal to the volume of water recharged. With this technique

of introducing sources, the vertical accretion is equal to O. Glover's

solution is in terms of mound height, H, so equn t Lon (A.12) must be

rearranged. Let

and

h H + b {A. 27)

a = T/S. (A. 28)

Substituting these into equation (A.12), accounting for ~{ in the boun-

oary conditions, the differential equation

=
1 aH

at (11,29)

is obtained. Glover does not start from this point to obtain solutions,

rather he presents solutions which satisfy this equation.

1>.4.3 Instantaneous Solution for a Circular Basin

, The linearized Brus$inesq equation in radial coordinates analogous

to equation (A.29) is (Glover, (1960)

(A.30)



By superimposing line sinks to simulate a slug injection of a cylinder

of water of height C, Glover presents a solution describing the mound

spreading due to an instantaneous injection of water. The initial

conditions are

H(r,O) = C

H(r,O) = °
o < r < a

r > a.

(A.3l)

(A.32)

where C is the height of the cylinder of wa t e r equal to the VOLtHllC of

the water recharged divided by the area of the basin divided by the

storage coefficient. This can be viewed as placing a cylinder of water

with cross sectional area equal to the recharge basin area, over the

aquifer and releasing it at time zero.

The boundary condition is that at an infinite distance from the

basin center there is no mound rise, or

H(oo,t) = °
A solution satisfying the differential equation (A. 30) and initial

and boundary conditions is

(A. 34)

where

I = the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order zero
o

and

~ = dummy variable of integration.
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A.4.3.1 Superposition of the instantaneous solution

Slug injection of recharge water is not very practical, but the

principle of superposition in time (~lcWhorter and Sunada, 1977) can be

used to obtain more useful solutions. The total volume of recharge

water can be divided up into a number of slugs to be injected at

specified time intervals. If many injections are used, the solution

will approximate continuous recharge. To superimpose, let

C. = height of one cylinder of slug injected water
J

t. = the time of the instantaneous injection.
J

The superposition of n slug injections can be expressed as

n
H = l.

j=l
f; . (A .35)

A. 4. 3.2 Compu t o r Lmpl.cmcu til t ion 0 r the ins tnn til ncous so lu t Ion

Equation (A.34) is in integral form and must be transformed into

an equation of summation form which can be numerically evaluated.

Gaussian quadrature is a numerical integration technique. which can be

used to evaluate the integral. The integral must be transformed so that

the range of integration varies between -1 and 1. To perform the trans-

formation, let

8 = 11. - 1.
a

Then

+ 1)
a

~ (S
2

and

d~
a dS.= --
2

(A .36)

(A .37)

(A.38)
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Substitution of equations (A.37) and (A.38) into equation (A.34), and

changing the limits of integration, yields

H /
-1

(HI)
+ «6+1) i )21 I rr(6+l)~J

Iwt j ot 4at
as. (A.39)

where 6 = dummy variable of integration.

The integral is evaluated by Gaussi"n quadrature (Appendix U:-l) .

Ca2 m .{.2+( (Ai+l)i ) 2~ ~r(A+1) 3~J
\I = 1: (A.+1) exp 4 I . 1 " H. (A.40)8at i=l 1 at o 4at 1

where

Ai = Gaussian quadrature abscissus

Hi = Gaussian quadrature weight factors

and

m = number of quadrature points.

To simulate continuous recharge, it is best to divide the recharge

period into equal intervals and inject a slug of water at the beginning

of each time interval. The height, C, of all the slug cylinders is found

by dividing the total volume of recharged water (Rt) by the number of

time intervals and the storage coefficient. Let

Rt
Sn

and

t. = (j-l)t
J n

(A .41)

(A .42)

Substituting for C. and t .in equation (A.35) and using Gaussian
J J

quadrature to evaluate the integral yields



H =
Rt
Sn

2
a
8a

n
I

j=l

1
(t- t . )

J
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m

I
i=l

(A.+1)
1.

The Bessel function is evaluated by a polynomial approximation

(Appendix C-4).

A.4.4 Continuous Solution

(A.43)

Integration of the instantaneous solution for a circular basin

over time (equation (A.34) yields a continuous solution. The con-

tinuous solution involves two integrals but is still easily evaluated

on a computer.

For a constant rate of recharge, R, C is given by

C = f
o

R

S
(A.44)

Substitution for C, and integration equation (A.34) with respect to

time yields

Ii
R

2"S ( ~ r
o 0

~ exp [ 2 2Jr +~ I ~4cn _ 0 [~"TJ d~dT. CA. 45)

which is the continuous solution for recharge from a circular basin.
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A.4.4.1 Solution at the basin center

At the basin cen t er., r = 0 and I (0) = O. Equation (A.45) reduces
o

to

H
o

R
= --

2aS (A.46)

where H = mound height at the basin center.
o

To integrate the inner integral, 1ct
[,2

w =-
4a1

Then

1 !<
dr, = 2wY, (4at) 2 clUJ

(A.47)

(A.48)

With this transformation (eq. 1\.47 and A.48) equation (A.46) becomes

a2
t

tcnR f -to
OW.H = - e

S
0 0

which upon integration is

t 2
R f - a

H = - (1 - exp ( -4-))d1S en
0

Let
2a

u =-
0 4cn

(1\.49)

(A.50).

(A. 51)

then

(A.52)

Substitution of equations (A.51) and (A.52) into equation (A.50) yields

. [2 00 -r u ]Rt a e
H = 5 1 - 4a { j du .

where

(A. 53)
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(A .54)

Integration by parts and rearrangement yields

h
o

Rt
8 (1-

-u
e 0 + u

o
(A. 55)

The remaining integral is the well func t i.on ' (McWhorter and Sunada ,

1977).

This solution is exactly the same as the solution that Glover

presents (1960). It is a very useful solution in that it can be easily

solved by hand and requires no numerical integration because the well

function can be found by polynomial approximations (Abramowitz and

8tegun, 1972) or found in a table.

A.4.4.2 Computer implementation of the continuous solution for a

circular basin.

The integral over time in equation (A.45) is also numerically

integrated by Gaussian quadrature. Again the range of the integral

must be from -1 to 1, so let

21A = - - 1
t

then

t
dr =2 dA.

(A. 56)

(A. 57)

With this transformation and with the transformation of the integral

over space (eq. A.40) equation (A.45) becomes

H

1

R a
2 J

l6a8 -1
2

(A+1) t

1

f
-1 ~

22 a
r +«8+1)2

(8+l)exp- 2at(A+l) t.. ]
Ioliat(Hl) d8dA (A.58)
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The equation can now be written in sunmlation form, integrating by

Gaussian quadrature with n points.

H =

(A.59)

W••
J

The continuous solution r e qu i.re s far less computer time than

superposition of instantaneous slug injections. In one instance it

took 250 instantaneous slug injections for the solution to converge

to the central mound height given by the continuous solution. This

required about 25 times the computer time required by the continuous

solution. For this reason the continuous solution was used in the

comparison of solutions.

A.4.5 Glover's Continuous Solution for a Rectangular Basin

Glover's solution for a rectangular basin satisfies equation

(A.29),the initial condition

H(x, y, 0) = 0

and boundary conditions

(A .60)

H(x, 00, t ) = O.

H(oo, y, t ) o (A.6l)

(A.62)

These conditions state that the initial water table is horizontal and

that the mound height at an infinite distance from the basin center

is zero at any time. The solution is
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t Z

dU)(~ d~ dr
R f (1 rZ u4

Z-u '-u
H = e r e (A.63)S o liT

u
l u

3

where (x -
L

)
L

)Z
(x + -

Zul d Uz d

(y - L
) (y +1:. )z Zu3

= u4
=

d d

and

d = /4" (t - T) •

From the definition of the error function (Appendix C-3) the

solution ca,n be written

t
Rt f (erf Uz - erf ul) (erf u - erf u ) (A.64)H = dr ,4S 4 3

0

A.4.5.l Computer implementation of Glover'·s solution for a rectangular

basin.

Glover originaily suggested that equation (A.64) be evaluated by

Simpson's rule. It was found that Gaussian quadrature gives much

better results than does Simpson's rule. Simpson's rule is presented

as well as Gaussian quadrature to compare the different means of

evaluation.

To use Simpson's rule, let

T
i; = 

t

With this transformation equation (A.64) becomes

(A.65)
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(A.66)

with d = /4at(1 - c).

In Simpson's rule, when c = 1, the denominator in each of the u

terms goes to zero. LWhen x = - or y =
2

~ the case arises when bothZ'
numerator and denominator are zero. This leads to erroneous evaluation,

especially near the edge of the basin. For example, consider po i.n t s

laying on the line y = 0, with x coordinate 199.5 and ZOO.5 with

time = 30 days, b = ZOO, and other parameter values given in Table A.l.

The height at x = 199.5 is 5.3 ft. and at x = ZOO.5 is 7.9 ft.,

indicating that there is a discontinuity near the boundary.

To numerically Lnt.eg r a.t e by Gaussian quadrature, equation (A.64)

must be transformed to obtain the proper form. Let

W
2T

1-t

then

t
T = (w + 1) 2

and

dT t
dw.Z

(A, 67)

(1\.68)

(A.69)

Changing the limits of integration, equation (1\.64) is transformed to

(A.70)
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Rt n
H = E (erf Uz - erf ul) (erf u4 - erf u

3
) W. (A.71)8 i=l 1

where

d = hat(l - Ai)

FigureA.4 gives a comparison of results obtained by Simpson's

rule and Gaussian quadrature using b = ZOO and the data from Table A.l.

Gaussian quadrature. gives a much smoother solution. At large times

using Simpson's rule may lead to large errors.

ee5IN
GRDUNI>

5URFACE

ia .......................,
I I

~
~ ,r~

~"" ~

... ,.,... " . "~.. , ...
..•..•.. ,.U · ,

..,.....,
,JeTER TeBI,E

Figure ~4 - Simpson's rule (dotted line) and Gaussian quadrature

(solid line) for integrating Glover's solution.

A.4.S.Z Superposition of Glover's solution in time

The principle of superposition in time (McWhorter and Sunada, 1977)

can be used to obtain solutions with variable recharge rates. For

example, .consider recharge of a constant rate R occurring for a period

t' then shutting off. To obtain a mound profile at times greater than
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t', the mound heights obtained for a period of t - t' are subtraeted

from mound heights resulting from time period t (equation B.l). Figure

A.S gives an example of mound profiles at 30 and 60 days, with time of

shutt off at 30 days (with b = 200 ft. and data from Table A.l). At

60 days, the mound heights near the center of the basin are too low.

When the product of transmissivity and time is large, resulting in small

arguments in the error function, equation(A.7l) gives results which are

less than the true solution. Preliminary sl:udies show that Hantush's

method (1967) for evaluating equation (A.64) does not introduce large

errors at large times and transmissivities ..

G~OUNl)
5IJRreCE.

113

I2l WaTER TflBLE
IZJ

MOW,\) 1'11'
;::m 50

DFli'S

Figure A.S - Mound profile at 30 and 60 days using Gaussian quadrature

to evaluate Glover's solution for rectangular basins

(eq. A. 70).
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A.S Hantush's Solution for Circular and Rectangular Basins

Hantush (1967) presents solutions for recharge of a continuous

rate from both circular and rectangular basins. The governing differ-

ential equation for groundwater flow (eq. A.lO) was rearranged and

solved by means of LaPlace transforms. Hantush uses a different

linearization technique than Glover- which was found to give better

results than Glover's linearizing technique when the mound rise is

lar.ge compa r ed to the Ln tt La L s a r u r a t cd depth. It was s hown that

Hantush's solution for a rectangular basin is identidical to Glover's

solution and that Hantush's linearization can be applied to Glover's

solutions.

A.S.l Hantush's Approach: Rearrangement of the Governing Partial

Differential Equation for Groundwater Flow.

To rearrange the non-linear Bousinesq equation (eq. A.10),

Hantush introduces a new variable, Z. Let

Noting that

(A. 72)

~x (hah/ax) (A.73)

substitution of equation (A.72) into equation (A.lO) yields

UZ
at

(A.74)

The equation'is still non-linear, so a linearization procedure must

be applied.
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A.5.2 Hantush's Linearization Technique.

To linearize, Hantush lets

h ~ b =~ (h(t) + b), (A. 75)

where h(t) is the calculated saturated thickness at the time and place

of interest. This technique averages the initial saturated ·depth and

the saturated depth at the time of interest to give a constant average

transmissivity (T = Kb) at each point. Because h(t) is not known,

a priori, an iterative tecllnique must be used to obtain 11ulncric~tl.

results from the equation.

A.S.3 Hantush's Solution for a Circular Basin

In radial coordinates equation (A.74) is written

+ 2R
K

S 3Z
Kb . at

(A.76)

The initial condition assumes a horizontal water table at t = 0, or

Z(r,O) = O. (A.77)

The boundary conditions are that the slope of the water table at the

basin center is 0, and the mound heights at infinite distances away

from the center are 0, or

dZ(O,t)/ar = 0

and

zo-, t ) = O.

The solution is

00 2

Z
2R J (1 - exp(" ~ »

a
2K

liO

0 S2

(A .78)

(A • 79)

(1\ 80)
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where

u =
o

a

2
<1

4at

K hIs = TIs

and J
o

and J
1

are the zero and first ordered Bessel functions of the

first kind.

A .5.3.1 Center bus i n moundheighL.

Under the basin center Hantush presents the solution

where

h = saturated thickness at the basin center
o

W(u ) = well function of u.
o

(A.81)

This can be shown to be identical to Glover's solution for mound height

at the center of a circular basin. Z is factored out to obtain

Z = h~ - b2
= (ho + b) (ho - b) = 2 b H·

Dividing both sides of equation (A.82) by 2b yields

R 2 { (1
H = ~ W(u) +~----

o 4hK 0

(A.82)

(A.83)

Multiplying and dividing the right. hand side of equation (A.84) for

sIt and rearranging noLing that uo
2 -

= a S/4bKt yields

H
o

= ~ {1 - e-uo+uo W(Uo))

which is exactly the same as Glover's solution (eq. A.55).

(A.84)
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A.5.3.2 Approximate solutions to recharge from a circular basin.

Hantush also presents approximate solutions for mound height.

These,solutions provide a nillch easier means of numerical evaluation

requiring less computer time but are subject to restrictions.

2
Let u = r /4at. For ul~ .05, the mound height at any point under

the basin can be approximated by

-u
e -0

1+ _.-
u

o

-11 )(1 - C 0) (A.85)

for r < a.

Outside of the basin, for u > 0.5 the approximate solution is

for

R a
2

{Z =~ W(u) + 0.5

r > a.

-u}u e
o

(A.86)

Neither approximate solution requires numerical evaluation.

A.5.3.3 Computer implementation of Hantush's solution for a circular

basin.

The improper integral in eq , (A. 80) is evaluated by LaGuerre

integration (Appendix C-2); Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972). In n steps,

using LaGuerre integration, eq . A.,80) takes the summation form of

A. 1
A~I

2R n Wi' 1

(2:. A, ' )e
(1 - (-

1
J 1 (Ai') J (A. 87)z E e xp

a2K i=1(A. 1)2 u 0 a 1

1

where

A ' = abscissas of LaGuerre integration
i

and

W' weights of LaGuerre integration.
i
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The Bessel functions are evaluated by polynomial approximations

(Appendices C-S and C-6).

The saturated depth, h, is contained in Z and u, thus h appears

on both sides of the equation. An iterative approach must be used to

solve the equation, A first guess of h. = b goes into the right hand
~

side of equation from which h is calculated, If H « b , then this

first guess will give a very close solution for h. On the next iteration

the calculated h is substituted for h. on the right hand "ide of the
1.

equation. The process is repeated until h ~ hi' A flow chart helps

illutrate this procedure.

h - bH

_.
-
b =

(b + h. )! 2
L

\ 1

find h

\1/

no

[-"'._=_h__.JI<E--<~/h-_--,-1_1<_,_0_")''' ""l- -l

.[-----~-----l
h. - b .

i.

-r~
[

Figure A.6 - Iterative technique used with Hantush's linearization,
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For problems where h » b, it takes 3 or 4 iterations to converge

on a solution near the center of the basin and 2 iterations to converge

at greater distances.

A.5.4 Hantush's Solution for a Rectangular Basin

Hantush solves the rearranged governing equation for groundwater'

flow (eq. A.74). along with his suggested linearizo.tion technique (eq.

A.75) by the method of LaPlace transforms to obtain a solution for a

rectangular basin. The solution subject to the initial condition

Z(x,y,O) = ° (A.88)

and boundary conditions

Z(O,y,t)/ ~ = JZ(x,O,t)Jy ° (4\.89)

Z( ,y,t)/ x = aZ(x,oo,t)"y = °
is

z • :; tG" (¥: ~, e r f 0,-'~H~: ~+ ."t~",
where

d = 14,,,

and

(A. 90)

" = K b/ So

The solution is strikingly similar to Glover's solution (eq. A.64) and

can be shown to bEi exactly the same. The only difference between

Hantush's and Glover's solution fora rectangular basin is the linear-

ization technique used.
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A.5.4.1 Equivalence of Hantusll'S and Glover's solution for rect~ngular

basin.

To show the equLvaLence of Hantush' s and Glover's solution for

rectangular basin, the relationship of Z = 2 b H from eq ..(A.82) is

used. The erfunctions can also be rearranged by the fact that erf (-x)

= - erf(x) (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972). With these two relationships,

eq. (A.91) becomes

H - erf (A.92)

Now the only difference with eq un t i on (A.92), and Glover's solution

Ceq. (A.64) is the denominator, d, in the error f unc t i.ons , Let

t = t - t'. (A.93)

then

d = /4a(t - ,') (A.94)

and the variable of integration in equation (A.92) is changed to ,'.

This shows that Han t us h I s and Clover I s solution for rectangular basins

are identical.

Because Hantush's solution is identical to Glover's solution for

rectangular basins, Hantush's linearization procedure can be applied

to Glover's solution. To modify Glover's solution (eq. A.64), simply

replace a = Tis with a = Kb/s where b is given by equation (A.75).

A.5.4.2 Computer implementation of Hantush's solution for a rectangular

basin.

The method presented to evaluate the integral in Glover's solution

(eq , A.64) is also used with Hantush's equation (see eq . A.67 through
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A.7l). As iri the case of Hantush's solution for a circular basin, an

iterative approach must be followed and is" presented in the flowchart

in Figure A.5.

A.6 Rao and 3arma's Solution for a Rectangular Basin

Using the same linearization technique as Hantush, Rao and Sar-ma

(1981) present a solution to the recharge problem subject to finite

boundary conditions. Although the solut.ion they present looks easy to

evaluate, it was found that excessive computer time is required to

obtain accurate results.

A.6.l Solution

Instead of requiring the mound rise to be zero at infinite distances

away from the mound, ~ao and Sarma impose an impermeable rectangular

boundary around the basin. The rectangular boundary is of length 2M

and with 2B, with the respective boundaries parallel to the x and y

axes and symmetric around the basin. Because of these impermeable

boundaries, the slope of the water table at the boundarIes is 0 which

leads to the boundary condition

az
ax(M,y,t)=

az
ay

(x , B, t ) = 0 (A.95)

The initial condition requires a horizontal water table at time = 0, or

Z(x, y, 0) = o. (A.96)

Subject to these boundary and initial conditions equation (A.74) is

solved to yield
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8R A2B2

{ m~l
00 [S 1:

1 1---
K 4 n=l rnn m2M2 + n2B2

11

(1 exp (-
K b 2

[(m
2112 + n2B2)t/(~B2)J~~11 (!I. 97)

S

sin (m1TL) sin (!'_~\Y) (nnTX) (11 II y.)~}211 . 211 cos ------ cos----
11 B

+ _I.'__\>..J~VJ • t
2;'lB

Although it may be difficult to match these symmetric boundary

conditions to field situations, if Hand B are large enough, an

infinite aquifer can be simulated. Values 11 = 50 Land II = 50 Ware

suggested by Rao and Sarma and are used throughout this paper.

A.6.2 Computer Implementation of Rao and Sarma Ts Solution

To evaluate the infinite series, convergence criteria must be made.

The summa tion is made to stop when the' incremented value is a small

percentage of the existing sum. A flow chart illustrates the procedure.

Let SUM equal the summation value, X equal the value to be added onto

SUM and conv. equal a convergence factor.
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.- lm or n

__I_~~-
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Figure A.7 - Convergence Criteria for Rao and Sarma I s Solution.

Table A.2 illustrates ,the convergence with saturated depth equal

to 2000, time equal 30 ~ays, and values from.TableA.l.

TABLE A.2 - Convergence of ·Sarma and Rao's Solution

Conv. Mound Height (f t )

.1 1. 87

.01 5.50

.005 6.33

.001 7.19

.0005 7.29

.00001 7.35
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Convergence of the infinite series is slow because the numerator as well

as the denominator increases with increasing m and n. A convergence

factor of .001 is used in the rest of this paper ,as a trade off between

accuracy and computer time requirements.

A.7 Hunt's Solution for a Circular Basin

Hunt (1971) argues that the vertical velocities ncar the I rcc

surface of a recharge mound cannot be neglected. thus the Dupuit

Forchheimer assumption cannot be used. He solves the LaPlace equation

in radial coordinate for the case of recharge from a circular basin

subject to a linearized boundary condition for the free surface.

A, 7.1 Hunt's Solution

Hunt uses the differential equation for a confined aquifer (for

the derivation, see McWhorter and Sunada,1977., or Hear,1980). Because

specific storage which describes storage in terms of expansion of

water or contraction of the aquifer skeleton is negligible in an

unconfined aquifer. the term for specific storage is set to zero. The

governing differential equation for groundwater flow is derived without

the Dupuit Forchheimer assumptions and is the La Place equation

l dh+-
r or

o (A.98)

The nonlinearity and transient characteristics of artificial recharge

appear in the boundary conditions.

One boundary condition' is at the free surface. Let
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~ = - K h = - K (fg + z) .

At the free surface, the pressure is atmospheric (P

~(r,n,t)=-Kz

0), so

(A' 99)

(A.IOO)

where n is the z coordinate at the free surface., Differentiatit'lg

equation (A.IOO) with respect to time gives

a , (A,101)

The velocities dx/dt and dz/dt can be written

dr
dt

lM.
s ar (A,l02)

Equation (A.IOI) becomes

(a ~)2 +(~ +0 (E.P_ + R)
ar az I az

~+ S at = 0

(A,l03)

(A.I04)

which is the non-linear free surface boundary condition. To linearize,

Hunt first defines dimensionless variables
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As a linearizing approximation only the first order term, ¢ 1* R* is

kept. After substituting the dimensionless forms into the non-linear

free surface boundary condition (eq. A.I04) and neglecting any higher

order terms the boundary condition becomes linearized.

(o~* + O~*)¢l* (r*, bx , t*) ; 1

; 0

(r* < 1)
(A .106)

COllditions nrc tl1at tIle bnse of the aquifer is

(A.lOl); 0

The LaPlace equation in rnd i a I coordinates ill djllll'll~j(lnl('~~~ form is

expressed
2

~"t* -I- }_o¢*
2 r;) r

(lr

The remaining boundary

irnpenneable and that the initial vater surface is horizontal or

a¢l*(r*, 0, t")

oz* o (A. lOB)

¢ I *(r*, z«; 0) ; 0 (A.l09)

The solution to this boundary valued problem is

J (yr")
o

y e- exp (-yt* tanh

tanh (yb)

(yb'9 »)
- dy (A;llO)

where y is the dummy variable of integration.

For an infinitely deep aquifer (b* -+ 00) the solution is

[1 - exp (-yt"~J dy. (A. Ill)

Equa t Lon (A.llI) is used in the method of evaluation suggested by Hunt

where the improper integral is transformed to a finite integral.

z*
R*

"(z*)- R''( b*+co

n/b*

f
o

J (yr'~
o

y
G(y,t*, b") dy -I- (A.HZ)
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where

G(y, t*, b")

and

l-exp(-yt*) tanh (yb*)
- 1 + exp( - yt*)tanh(yb*) (A .113)

6 c 4(b*\!;
-;;-) (coth(n) - 1)

where

n = an arbitrary number large enough to keep 6 small.

A.7.Z Computer Implementation of Hunt's Solution

(A.1l4)

Because the Bessel functions used in equation (A. 110) change signs

with different arguments, the integral is difficult' to evaluate. Hunt's

suggested method of breaking the equation into a finity integral plus

the solution as the saturated depth goes to infinite is used (eq. (A. lIZ) •

First, n must be found to keep the error 6 in equation (A. lIZ)

small. An error of 6 < .01 keeps error less than .1% of the calculated

mound height in the trials used. n is first chosen as 3 and equation

(A.1l4) used to the maximum calcul.ate 6. If 6 is greater than .01, n is

incremented and 6 recalculated until the error becomes sufficiently

small.

The integral in equation (A. lIZ) is transformed to be evaluated by

Gaussian quadrature. Let

Zy - 1
w = rt~ (A. lIS)

and

n
8 = «" + 1) Zb*

Equation (A. lIZ) becomes

(A.116)
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J (Br;')
o

B
(11..117)

The semi-infinite integral in equation (11..111) is evaluated by

LaGuerre integration (Appendix C-2). In summation form the dimensionless

solution is

z*
R*

n
= --

2b*

m
E

i=l

l-exp(-Bt*) tanh(Bb i ' )

tanh (Bb*)

n
E

j=l

- 1 + exp(Bt*). Wi +

J (A I. r*) J
l

(A
J
. ' )

o J
A '

j
[1 - exp(-A.'t*)] * W.' + 6

J J

(1< .118)

The Bessel functions are evaluated by polynomial approximations

(Appendices C-S and C-6). 6 is neglected and the mound height is found

by .Ln t r cducLng the dimensioned variables.

H
z*
R*

rR
K

(11..119)

Even with the modifications suggested by Hunt the evaluation of

the solution at great distances away from the center of the basin is

difficult. Figure A,-8 shows the mound profile obtained by using ten

integration steps. At distance far away from the recharge basin edge

the solution oscillates due to the difficult integration of the Bessel

functions.
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Figure A.8 - Hunt's Solution (solid line) and Glover's Solution

(b = 200 ft., t = 30 days).

A.8 Finite Element Program

In the comparison of various solutions of the artificial recharge

problem, a finite element program was used as a numerical solution.

The results obtained from this method are considered an accurate

representation of an actual field situation. The results provide a base

line for comparing the analytical solutions.

The program, written and programmed by Dr. James \;arner at Colorado

State University, uses the Galerkin finite element technique wLt h
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triangular elements and linear shape function to simulate two-dimensional

groundwater flow (Warner, 1981). In its most general form, the method

solves the non-linear Boussinesq equation for a non-homogeneous,

isotropic medium (eq. A.9). The boundary conditions are finite and

can be placed where desired by the user. The initial conditions do

not require a horizontal water table at the initial time.

As initial conditions all of the analytical solutions require

a horizontal water table at the beginning time. Each analytical solu-

tion, except for !·~ao and Sarma's, uses an aquifer of infinite areal

extent. To simulate these conditions in the finite element method, an

equal initial value of head is given to ~l the nodes. The infinite

boundary conditions are simulated by moving the aquifer boundaries

far enough aW<1Y that they do not influence the solution;

Because most of the interest is in the area of recharge, the grid

for the recharge site uses many elements in this zone (Fig. A.9). The

elements further away from this zone become larger and larger. Because

of symmetry, only one fourth of the problem is modelled. The boundaries

starting at the edge of the basin are path lines where no flow crosses.

A total of 460 elements and 268 nodes are used.

To get a solution at a desired time, the solution is updated at

several intermediate time steps. The first time step in input into the

model by the user, always kept at 1000 seconds for the results obtained

in this paper. The time is incremented by

t = f • t
n+l n

where

(A.120)
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Figure A.9 - Finite Element Grid for Comparing Solutions. The shaded

area represents the recharge basin.
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t n+
l

time at next time step

t n = time at present time step

f multiplication factor (= 1.5)

until t
n
+

1
is greater than or equal to the desired time.

To simulate the non-linear flow problem of an unconfined aquifer,

transmissivity must change with time. After a value for head is

calculated at a time step for a node, it is used in ,updating the

transmissivity at that node [or the next time ~tep by

K(b + (h '- b ))
n

where

T
n
+

l
= transmissivity at the next time step

b = initial saturated thickness

h = head at present time step
n

(A.12l)

If many time steps are used, this approximation should be good in

updating transmissivty.

For a confined aquifer, the transmissivity is constant in time and

given by T = Kb. This is the same.as the linearization procedure used

by Glover. In the following comparisons, the solution for unconfined

aquifers was used.

A.9 Comparison of Solutions

To give a good comparison of solutions, the accuracy and computer

time of each solution were studied.' A program, written in Fortran V

containing all analytical solutions was used as well as the finite

element program. First an optimal number of integration steps was

determined. Next, the computer time requirement of each solution
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technique was compared. The solutions for square and circular basins

were contrasted. To check the linearization assumptions, the initial

saturated depth was varied. The solutions were then compared to field

data collected by Bianchi and Haskell (1975).

To actually determine the "best lll solution, considerable amounts

of experimental data are needed which are not available. Even 'though

an ideal solution cannot be determined, SOme conclusions can be reached

on the applicability of the various solutions.

A.9.1 Determination of Integration Steps

Most of the equqti.ons used require numerical integration. The

optimal number of integration steps is difficult to determine analyti

cally and may change for different problems. What is desired is a

number of steps wl.ich will give reliable results for all problems.

A trial and error procedure was used to try and determine this

number. For Gaussian quadrature 5, 7, 10 and 20 point quatrature were

tried. For LaGuerre quadrature 5 and 10 steps were used. The data

from Table 2.1 was used with time equal 30 days keeping all inputs

constant except for the initial saturated depth (b).

The mound height at the center of the basin is most sensitive to

the number of integration steps. The values for center mound heights

at 30 days with varying integration steps are shown in Table A.3.

Both Glover and Hantush give closed form solutions for mound height

at the center of the basin using the well function (eq. A.55 and A.81).

These results, as well as results from the finite element model, should

help in determining the number of integration steps.
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TABLE A.3 - Solutions Obtained with Differing Integration Steps.

Mound Height at Basin Center (t = 30 days)

integration
eq , (2.55) finitesteps

5 7 10 20 or element
b (ft) eq. (2.81)

Glover's
eq. (2.53) (con-

Rectangular fined)

20 43.42 43.32 42.91 . 42.94 42.22 39.81
50 22.62 23.04 22.90 22.80 22.9/, 21.16

200 6.78 7.39 z.eo 7.91 7.9J 7.1,0
1000 1. 43 1. 61 1. 79 2.05 2.09 1.71

Glover's eq , (2.53) (con-
Circular fined)

20 43.80 43.32 43.22 43.26 42.22 39.81
50 22.78 23.21 23.04 22.90 22.94 21. 16

200 6.80 7.42. 7.84 7.94 7.90 7.41
1000 1. 43 1. 61 1. 79 2.05 2.09 1.71

Hantusch's eq , (2.80)
(uncon

Rectangular fined)

20 29.72 29.76 29.56 29.55 29.70 27.85
50 19.61 20.10 20.07 19.95 20.06 18.72

200 6.67 7.27 7.68 7.79 7.79 7.29
1000 1. 43 1. 61 1. 79 2.04 2.09 1.71

Hantusch's eq.(2.80) (uncon-
Circular fined)

20 28.73 29.74 29.70 27.85
50 20.30 19.71 20.06 18.72

200 9.33 7.79 7.79 7.29
1000 2.21 2.44 2.09 1.71

Hunt

20 62.48 53.44 44.61 46.38
50 25.25 23.69 24.33 24.29

200 12.84 12.02 12.82 12.82
1000 11. 20 11.12 8.65 10.43
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For the smaller. values of initial saturated depth the results are

very close, independent of integration steps. For larger initial

saturated depth the values increase with increasing integration steps.

The closed form solution of Glover and Hantush suggest that 10 or 20

steps is best in this case.

Hunt's solution and Hantush's solution for circular basins require

LaGuerre integration. It appears that 10 steps are necessary to make

the integration more s t ablc .

In the following comparisons 10 integration steps were used in

all cases.

A.9.2 Computer Time Requirements

To calculate the average length of computer time required for the

calculation of one .point, a subroutine provided by the Cyber 720 was

used. After all the inputs and preliminary calculations are completed,

the timer starts. Upon completion of calculation of points the timer

stops, giving the time required to calculate the points. It .was

attempted to code each solution techriique in an equally efficient manner

into Fortran.

The time comparison was made with the data from Table A.l, using

30 days and a saturated depth of 200 ft. Eleven points were calculated

at this time step for each solution'technique except for Rao and Sarma's

where one 'point was calculated. An average time per point was deter

mined and normalized by dividing through by the fastest solution

(Table A. 4).
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TABLE A.4 - Computer Time Requirements on the Cyber 720.

Glover Glover Hantush Hantush Hunt Rao andBauman
Circ. Rect. Re c t , Circ. Sarma

Time per
Point (sec) .006 .0506 .0155 .0289 .0255 .0293 8.662

Normalized 1 8.43 2 .. 58 4.82 4.2~ 4.88 .1437.0

These values may change with different data inputs due to varying

numbers of iterations or preliminary calculations. This technique does,

however, give a good representation of the computer .time required by

each solution technique.

Baumann's method is the fastest because it uses s t r a Lght f o rwa r d

substitution and outside of finding the radius of influence (D), no

iterations are used. Glover's rectangular solution is second because

only one numerical integration is required per point. Both of

Hantush's methods are of almost equal. speed. They do not require

iterations and, thus, take more time than Glover's method. Hunt ':8

method requires two numerical integrations and takes approximately the

same amount of time as Hantush's method. Glover's circular solutions

requires two numerical integrations, one nested inside the other, and

is thus relatively slow. Rao and Sarma's technique, due to poor

convergence of two infinite series, requires by far the most time.

If Hantush's linearization is applied to Glover's rectangular

method, about .0259 seconds per point is required. This is slightly

faster than Hantush's rectangular procedure.
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Because Ran and Sarma ' s technique takes so much time, it will

not be considered in further analysis. It is assumed that if the

boundaries are at a great enough distance, this method converges to

the results obtained by Hantush's rectangular solution, since it is

derived from the same differential equation.

A.9.3 Rectangular vs. Circular Basin.

In the literature it is oftCll stntctl rcct;ltll~lllnr nllJ circlll:lr

basins of equivalent areas will have approximately the same solutions

fdr mound heights given equivalent data inputs (Clover, 1960; Bittinger

and Trelease, 1965; Bianchi and Haskell, 1968). This fact, if true,

can be used advantageously. If only the mound height at the center is

desired, the relatively simple equations of Glover and Hantush (eq.

A.55 and A.8l) can be used by transforming the area of a rectangular

basin to that of a circular basin. Baumann and Hunt I s solutions could

be used to describe a rectangular basin. On the other hand, it could

be advantageous to transform the area of a circular basin or other

irregular shap~ into that of a square, allowing the use of solutions

for rectangular basins.

To test this hypo thes Ls , Glover's solution for a circular basin

was used with a radius of 200 ft. and initial saturated depth of 200

feet and the rest of the data from Table 2.1. Four rectangular basins

of equivalent areas, with width equal to 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 times the

length were compared against the mound profile for a circular basin.

The mound pro~iles for the rectangular basin passes through the corners

where deviatioNs of solutions are the greatest.
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Figure A 10 compares the solutions for circular and rectangular

basins. The circular and square solutions are almost identical. Small

deviations occur with the width equal Co twice the length.

lli:l

GLOIJEf': C I F/;CULAR
RECrrlNGULAR W = L

RECTANGULAR W = ZL
RECTANGULAR W = ~L

5liJrJ

oI5Tf'1NCE eFT]

Hl0/Q

Figure A.lO - Rectangular vs. Circular Basin. A circular basin of radius

200 ft .. (solid line) is compared with rectangular basins

of equal areaS (dotted line). The square basin (W = L)

mound profile almost completely overlaps the circular

basin.

Because "the results for square and circular basins are so close,

Glover's and Hantush's solutions for circular basins will be omitted

in the remaining comparisons. It is also valid to compare Baun~nn

and Hunt's solutions to those obtained with square basins.
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A.9.4 Solutions with Varying Initial Saturated Depths

One of the stipulations of using the linearization technique of

Glover is that the mound height be .amall compared to saturated depth.

Hantush's linearization procedure may be used for smaller saturated

depths. Baumann and Hunt do not use the Dupuit For chheLnier assumption

and do not have to make this type of linearizing assumption. The

finite element technique is assumed to give u good sol.ution to the

non-linear prob'leu\ and will be used ill tile conlp;ll:ison of tile di[[crcllt

techniques.

The data used is from Table A-I, with two different initial

·saturated depths of 50 and 200 ft. For these two cases, the mound

height at the center of the basin is plotted against time (Figs. A.ll

and A.12) and the mound profile is plotted at 30 days (Figs. A.13 and

A.14). The mound profile obtained using Hunt's solution is plotted

until it begins to oscillate.

At an initial saturated depth of 200 ft., the mound height obtained

by Glover's solution is about 4% of the saturated depth. There is not

a large difference between Glover's, Hantush's and the finite element

solution showing that Glover's linearization is valid in this case.

Baumann's solution shows a greater mound height than these, especially

at smaller times. Near the basin, Hunt's solution yields significantly

greater values than any of the other techniques.

At an initial saturated depth of 50 feet the mound height obtained

by Glove r"" solution is about 45% of the original sa tura ted depth. In

this case, Glover's solution deviates more from the finite element

solution. Hantush's solution is close to the finite element solution
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showing that his linearization is valid in this case. Baumann.' s method

yields the highest results at small times, but approaches Hantush's

solution at Largie r times, showing that his method comes close to

simulating the non-linear problem at larger times. Hunt's method in

this case is close to Glover's solution.

A.9.S Comparison with Field Experiment

Bianchi and .Haskell (1968, 1975) conductcd field tests of nr t i f I>

cial recharge to, measure the shape of a rising and declining recharge

mound. Figure II. 15 compares the experimental results with the analytical

solutions at A.l and 8.9 days. The analytical solutions do a fair job

in predicting the mound profile. Hunt's method seems to do the best

job in predicting the curvature of the mound.

Figure A.16 shows the experimental central mound heights changing

with time, compared to the results obtained by analytical solutions.

Again, the predicted values provide a fair match with observed values.

None of the analytical solutions seem better than the other in this

case. At small times, Bianchi. and Haskell report air entrapped beneath

the wetting front causing curvature of the advancing front. For this

reason, the assumption of constant recharge rate is violated at small

times and there is great deviation of the measured and predicted

results.

Summary

Baumann's Solution

Baumann's method appears to be reliable at large times. The

advantages of this method are that the equations are simple to solve
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and can be done by hand. If a computer is used, the time requirements

are very small. A misconception exists that Baumann's equation is

valid only for steady state conditions because time does not appear

explicitly in the equations. Using the method developed in this study,

Baumannts equation can be applied to the transient case. However, at

small times there may be error in this method.

A.IO.2 Glover's Solutions

A.IO.2.1 Circular basin solution

Glover's s~lution for a circular basin using superposition of

slug injections is much slower than the rectangular basin solution of

Glover and Hantush. The Glover circular solution for continuous

recharge developed in this study is much faster than the method of

superposition of slug injections but still takes about twice as much

computer time as Glover's solution for a rectangular basin.

&10.2.2 Rectangular basin solution

Glover's solution for a rectangular basin is relatively fast and

has the advantage that only transmissivity is needed in the solution

instead of both hydraulic conductivity and saturated dpeth. The

linearization technique of Glover is valid only when mound rise is

small compared to the initial saturated thickness. If Hantush's

linearization procedure is appli.ed to Glover 1s solution, the solution

is valid when the mound rise is large compared to the initial

saturated depth. With Hantush's linearization procedure both hydraulic

conductivity and saturated depth are required.
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A.lO.3 Hantush's Solution

A.lO.3.l Rectangular basin

The linearization technique used by Hantush comes closer to

simulating the non-linear problem of large mound rise compared to

saturated depth than the technique used by. Glover. Hantush's solution

for a rectangular basin is identical to Glover's solution.

A.lO.3.2 Circular basin

Hantush's circular solution is evaluated faster than Glover's

circular solution, but appears more sensitive to the amount of integra

tion steps. Bbtll Hantush and Glover present solutions for rise at the

basin cen tar due to cont Lnuous recharge, which were shown to be identical.

These solutions for the xise at the basin center are fast and easy to

evaluate and are very close to the rise at the center of a square basin.

A.lO.4 Rao anm Sarma's Solution

Due to slQw convergence of infinite series, Raa and Sarmats method

uses an excessive amount of computer time.

A.lO.S Hunt's Solution

Hunt's method may be a valid description of artificial recharge,

but this must be further verified by experiment. For complete analysis

of the mound pro f LLe , this method should be avoided because of the

difficult evaluation of the integral equation unless a better means of

evaluation is found.
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A,lD,6 Numerical Solution

The finite element method has several advantages and should be used

when the assumpitions for the analytical solutions are severely violated.

If the field situation is close to the ideal <situation required by the

analytical solutions or there is not enough available data for the

finite element method, there is no advantage to this numerical tech

nique to warrant the time required for. analysis.

A.ID.7 Suggested Analytical Methods

Either Glover's or Hantush's solutions for rectangular basins

should be used for complete analysis of artificial recharge. If the

aquifer has a large saturated depth compared to mound rise, Glover's

method should be used for speed. If the mound heigh t is larger either

method with the linearization technique of Hantush'should·be used.

Equations A.S5) and A.81) provide excellent means for calculating

mound height at the center of the basin.



ApPENDIX B

MICROCOMPUTER MODEL OF ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE

BII Introduction

Re cen t Ly a .numbe r of relatively inexpensive mLc ro c'omput c r s have

become available which ca~, be effectively used by groundwater hydrolo

gists to solve lIelatively complex groundwater problems. Though there

are many engineering programs available for large main frame computers,

there are very few available for microcomputers. The analytical solu

tions for artificial recharge do not require the high speed and storage

offered by main frame computers and can be easily programmed on a

microcomputer.

The program presented is a model of artificial recharge, designed

for use on the APPLE II + 48 K microcomputer. Glover's solution for a

rectangular basin and the principle of superposition are used to model

the growth and decline of a recharge mound in the cases of an infinite,

homogeneous aquifer and for a stream aquifer system. Results of the

model are displayed graphically and numerically. The model can a'Lso

be used to calctllate discharge from the recharge basin into a stream

for various times along the length of the stream. The program is

totally interactive allowing for easy data input and a variety of output.

The language used is APPLESOFT, the basic language adapted for the

APPLE II + 48 K and APPLE II + 68 K microcomputers.
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A similar model could be writ ten for fl main frame computer but

there are many reasons for using a microcomputer. The program was

developed as part of a demonstration of artificial recharge in the

San Luis Valley in cooperation with the local irrigation

districts. During the early stages of the project it became refldily

apparent that a need exists to transfer the complex mathematical

equations into results that can be easily understood by water tlsers.

The gr.aphics a nd interactive capabilities mak e mi c ro comput.e r s wc.l L

suited for this 'transfer of knowledge. The program is extremely user

friendly and can be used by both technical and non-technical people.

Another advantage of microcomputers is their low price. An APPLE II

+ 48 K microcomputer with a monitor and one disk drive can now be

purchased for less than $2,000.00 giving the owner a great deal of

computational power and accessibility at a relatively inexpensive price.

In addition, the!t'e has been an abundance of business oriented software

developed which make microcomputers a valuable asset for moderately

sized consulting firms (Dallaire, 1982; llutall, 1982). After the

initial purchase only paper, disks for data storage and electricity

must be paid for making run time very cheap.

A great advantage of hand held calculators is their portability.

With a battery pack, microcomputers are also 'portable and can be taken

into the field, an advantage not available with main frame computers.

The main di$advantage of microcomputers are their slow execution

speed and storage. Unless the program is e>ftremelY large, disk utiliza

tion can usually provide enough storage. The Cyber 720 is approximately
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1000 times faster than the APPLE II + microcomputer. Advances in

microcomputer technology are rapidly increasing the speed and storage

capabilities of microcomputers.

Two versions of the program were prepared, one written in APPLE

SOFT for the APPLE II + 48 K microcomputer and a compiled version for

use on the APPLE + 64 K microcomputer. The compiled version operates

about 1.5 times faster but requires more storage than the APPLESOFT

version. The fully documented AI'I'LESOFT program is presented ,in

Appendix B.

B.2 Use of Glmver's Solution

Glover's solution was chosen because it gives reliable results

for many applieations, it is easy to program, and is one of the fastest

solutions. Baumann t s s oLu t Lon requires less computer time but does

not give reliable results for small times. For most conditions

Hantush's solution and Glover's solution give approximately the same

results and for small saturated depths Hantush's solution gives better

results. However, Hantush's solution requires at least twice the

computer time and both saturated depth and hydraulic conductivity

must be known. It is more common to know only·aquifer transmissivity

which is the o~ly aquifer parameter needed by Glover's solution.

8.2.1 Use of Superposition

The principle of superposition (McWhorter and Sunada, 1970) is

used to obtain further solutions for finite aquifers and variable

recharge. Super pos Lt i on in time is used to calculate the decline of
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the recharge mound after th~ end of the recharge period. With a stream

in the vicinity, superposition in space is used to calculate mound

profile and d i schacge to the stream with time.

At the end of the recharge period an image basin at the same

location as the real basin begins withdrawal (negative R)while the

real basin continaues to recharge. The mound height due to the real

basin is added to the ·drawdown dua to the discharging image bnsin to

give the actual mound height:

where

H H + II.
r tt

(B.l)

H = mound height contribution from the real basin,r

H. = mound height contribution from. the image basin superimposedIt

in time.

If a stream is in the vicinity,an image discharging basin is set

up on the opposite side of the stream equidistant from the real basin

(Fig. 8-1). The drawdown from the image basin is s.uperimposed onto

the mound height contribution from the real basin to give the actual

mound height

(B.2)

where
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Figure B.1 - Definition sketch of artificial recharge with a stream.
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HiS = drawdown contribution from tflC i.mage 1)[181n superinlposcd

in space.

If the end of the recharge period has been reached and a stream is

in the vicinity, an image basin at the same location as the real basin,

begins discharging and another image basin at the same location as the

image basin opposite the stream begins recharging. The mound height at

a selected location is given by

H=H +H +H +H
r is it its

where

(13. 3)

II mound he Lgh t; contribution from the image ba s f n superimposed
its

in time and sp~ce.

B.2.2 Discharte to tIle siream

The integral equation for flow to a stream is

where

(T dh ) dy
dx OJ. 4)

QT = total discharge to the stream, and

T dh = the dLscua r ge to the st r e am per unit I cug t u at a selected
dx

location along the stream (i'ldfuorter and Sunada ; 1977).

The integral is evaluated numerically by computing the integrand at

selected intervals along the stream and integrating the distribution

by the method of trapezoids (Fig. B.2) The nurner Lda L evaluation yields

the expression for discharge

in [(T ll~). +QT = 2 i 6 __ ax 1 1
ii=l 2

(ll, 5)
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where

6Yi ~ the i~terval between points i-I and i along the length of

the s~ream.

I
r
L!J
;Z
W
.J

f-....
;Z
::J.....
l!.J
L!J
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'l:
I
U
Lll....
<:> ii-1

'I i
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Figure B.2 - Metpod of trapezoids to obtain discharge to the stream.

Th . dh, . db' h 1 fe quantlty 0- ~s approxlmatey computlng t e head at oot away
oX

from the stream I{Fig.B.I) Since the head at the stream is constant and

dh
known (selected 'Ito be zero in this c.asc ) the term -' 'is approximated, by

dX

dh
dx (B. 6)

The integral equat Lon becomes

- T 6y, .
1

(B.7)
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If the end of t"e recllarge period has reached, eq. (B.3) is used to

1
calculate h .' 'Figure B.3 is a plot of discharge to the stream vs ,

1

time, with valu'1' obtained from the program using the data in Fig. n.3

below.

v:T12:
"-IIi]
u 8

~ [,
I.>l '-i.....
u 2:

D' Hl 20 30 '-i0

T I ME CI>IW5J

50

Figure B.3 - DiScharge to the stream vs. time.

n.3 Program De~cripti2n

Taking ful~ advantage of the capabilities of the microcomputer,

this interactiv~ program is written to be self-explanatory and easy

to manipulate. 'The graphics are employed for quick visual study. An

example run is qescribed to demonstrate the flow of the program. The

figures represent what would be shown on the screen.
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When star t i.ng the .program, a menu presents a selection of model

options (Fig. B.4). For this example, option 1 is chosen to model

artificial recharge with a stream in the vicinity.

ARTIFICIAL RECHARGe

OPTIONS

I) STfn:AM I N VI C I N I TY

2) NO STREAM IN VICINITY

3) READ FI LES

q) EX IT

TYPE THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE I

Figure B.4 - Screen Display: model options. Artificial recharge is

modeled with a stream in the vicinity.

The recharge parameters and their values are displayed on the

screen (Fig . .B.5). To change a value, the number corresponding to the

recharge parameter to be changed is typed.
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RECHARGE RATE (FT/DAY)
TRANSMISSIVITY (SQ.FT/DAY)
SPECIFIC YIELD
!lEGINNING .TIME (DAYS)
FINAL TIME (DAYS)
TIME INCREMENT (DAYS)
END OF ReCHARGE ·PERIOD (DAYS)·
DEGINNINGDISTANGE (FT)
FINAL. DISTANCE (FTI
DISTANCE INCREMENT (FT)
DEPTH TO \vATER CFT)
BASIN WID'DH (FT)
BASIN LENGTH CfT)
ANGL!: FJlOM LCNCTH AX IS (DEG)
DISTANCE TO S'rJ~[A~1

CALCULATE MOUND PROFILE
CALCULATE DISCHARGE TO STREAM

1
,.

• J

1000
1 5

J 0
30
30
30
()

500
50
20
1 00
10 ()
o
;:00
y [S

YES
TYPE THE NUMBER ·OF THE VARIAJJLE YOU
\JI SH TO CHANGI:. TYPf: 0 I F YOU WI SIITO CONTINUE WITH.oUT CfIANG INC.

Figure B.5 - Screen D'Ls pLa y : pa r ame t e r display. The do p th to water is

changed.

The old value is displayed and the user asked to input a ne" value

(Fig. 8.6). The updated parameter list is again displayed and the

process repeated until the appropriate values are inputted by the user.

~1en 0 is typed the program checks for any value "hich is out of

range. For an out of range error, .the user "ill be told the mistake

and asked to enter an appropriate value. With no mistakes, the program

begins execution.

In this case, both mound profile and discharge to the stream are

calculated. As values for head are calculated they are plotted on the

graphics screen "ith the values of time, distance and mound height

sho"D beneath the plot (Fig. B.7). Upon completion of the plot the
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DEPTH TO WATER. 20 FEET

INPUT NEW DEPTH TO WATER 15

Figure 8.6 - Screen Display: the depth is changed from 20 to 15 feet.

T~PE C TO CONTINUE
15 --------._---......,,~El:::fl:=5::':!~N::rI··........·... ··......·.....·N

I!"J
tsl

7.5

Figure 8.7 - Screen Display: mound profile at 30 days.
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user is asked to type C to c@ntinue. The graphics screen is then cleared

and discharge to the stream is calculated. The display gives the dis-

tance along the stream, the mound height at one foot away from the

stream and the discharge per unit length at that point as the points are

calculated (Fig. B.B). When the discharge per unit length becomes

nc g.l.LgLb l.c , the to t a l, d Locha t gc to the stream is Giycn.

OIRCHARGC TO RTRChH

DI5TAHCE HP.D DISCHARGEI
HONG AT ur~ 1T
STREAM I rOOT LEIIGTH

( FTl ( FTl (SO.FTIDAYl

30 DAYS

0 .02263 II . 63
25 .0 III B 22 . 1 B
50 02015 10 . 95
100 .01711 1 7 . 11
200 . 0 to., 5 1'0 . 4 5
! ~, ~ 3./-1E-C3 3 7 ~, ....~
SOO 6E-OQ . 6
1 600 IE-05 . 01
3200 0 0

TOTAL 01 SCHARO:E = 1 1 00 0 CUBIC FT./OAY

Figure B . B - Screen Display: discharge to the stream at 30 days.

To reexamine and study the problem, the user is presented with a

variety of output options (Fig. B .9). The "data display" option gives

a list of the recharge parameters used. The "results display" tabulates

the numerical values'of the tesults. A hard copy of the data and results

can be obtained with the "re,jults printout" option. The graphics are
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OPTIONS

1 ) DATA DISPLAY

~ ) RESULTS DISPLlIY

3 ) GRAPHICS DISPLAY

4 ) RESULTS PRINTOUT

5 ) CREATE FILE

6 ) ANOTHER RUN

7 ) EXIT

TYPE THE NUM@ER OF YOUR CHOICE 5

\

FiKure B.9 - Screen Display: output oDtions. Create file is chosen to

store data and results on the disk.

INPUT fILE NAME STREAM

TYPE STOP TO RETURN TO THE MENU

Figure B.IO - Screen Display: create files. The name "Stream" is given

to the input data and results calculated.
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quickly recreated by the "graphics display" option. Data and results

can be stored on the disk with the "create file" option. The "another

run" option allows the user to go back to the original model option,

retaining all the present values of the recharge parameters. The "create

files" option is chosen and the name given to the file is "stream"

(Fig. B.lO).

Next, the "another run" option is chosen and the original recharge

option appears (Fig. B-4). "Read files" is then s cLec ted and the name

of the file to be read is eQtered (Fig. B.1l).

RE/ID FILE~>

DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE CATALOG
(Y/ES.NIO)? N

INPUT FILE NAME NO STREAM

TYPE STOP TO RETURN TO THE MENU,

Figure B.11 - Screen Display: read files. The file "No Stream" is

read from the disk.
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The previously made file "no stream" is read from the disk. This file

has exactly the same recharge parameters as "stream" but simulates

recharge in an infinite aquifer. After the file has been read, the

list of output option again appears on the screen with the excepti0,n

that "creat file" has bee-nchanged to II re ad another file". Up to ten

files can be read and simultaneously stored in memory. "Read another

file" is chosen to read in the file "stream".

To compare the. influence of a s t r e am , thc gr .....i phi c s wiLl dcmo ns t ra t e

any difference in mound profile. 'The "graphics d.i.s pl ay" option is

chosen. The program asks which file is to be plotted (Fig. B.12).

1) NO STREAM

Z) STREAM

INPUT FILE NUMBER I

Figure B .12 - Screen Display: the files "no stream" is chosen to be

plotted.
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"No stream" is chosen and plotted. The "graphics display" option is

again chosen with "stream" to be plotted. The program asks if the

same plot is to be used (Fig. B.13).

SAtrE GRAPH (Y/ES,NIOl? Y

Figure B .13 - Screen Display: "stream" and "no stream" will be plotted

on the same graph.

In this manner, "stream" (dotted line) and "no streamll are plotted

on the same graph (Fig. B .14). With a stream in the vicinity, the

mound height is lower than an infinite aquifer and not symmetric

around the center basin.
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Figure B.14 - Screen Display "stream" (dotted line) and "no stream"

plotted on the same graph.

B.4' Discussion I

The interactive nature Iff the program makes it an effective tool

for a numher of uses. As a earning tool, the effects of soil character

istics and constant head houldaries on artificial recharge can hQ stu-

died. As a design tool, the effects of changing hasin geometry or

table due to artificial recharge.

For those not well aquainted with

the rise and decline of a w

groundwater, the program ca' he used asa demonstration tool to display

recharge rate can be examin
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Very little knowledge of computers is necessary to operate the

program, yet many advantages of computer USe are available. The program

works by a "turn key" system, that is the disk is inserted, the computer

turned on and the program begins. The user is prompted at each step,

often with a variety of options. Data is easily changed, results are

quickly obtained and readily compared. This ability to manipulate the

problem allows for more time to be effectively spent working with the

actual problem at hand.

Employment of the graphics during the operation of the program

gives the user an immediate answer to the response of the aquifer.

Numbers alone cannot describe the growth and ,decline as well as a graphi

cal representation, especially when describing artificial recharge to

a lay person. Comparison of different results is greatly emlanced

by the ability to plot several different results on the same graph.

To calculate one point on the recharge mound on the APPLE computer

takes about 16 seconds using APPLESOFT and 12 seconds u?ing the compiled

version of the program, compared to a small fraction of a second on the

Cyber 720. For this problem, the slow speed does not cause difficulties

b ecaus e many points need not be calculated to give a good representation

of the recharge mound. Even thoug}l execution time on a main frame

computer is extremely fast, time for data input and output can be on

the order of hours for one computer analysis.

For this problem memory r equLremen t s are not restrictive. The

program takes about 25K bytes of random access memory leaving about 23K

bytes of memory for variables. Disk utilization to store data and re

sults greatly increases the potential storage.
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Numerical models should be used if the assump-

• - - 7The biggest"'"11m:rt,itToll'iQ'1fl the ~.n·rl:·thb";;~ich are,
on Glover's solution.

.-
placed

tions pertaining to Glover's solution are seriously violated and data

is available to describe the problem. If the field problem to be

modeled is close to ideal or adequate data is not available, there is

no advantage of using numerical models. This program Hill give results

faster and cheaper.

The advent of microcomputers has given groundw.Jter hyJrologists

another choice of tools for problem solving. By a Ll.owi ng easy communica-

tion Hith the problem and supplying visula results, the program demon-

strates how the microcomputer can be programmed to be an effective tool.

This is just one example of a large number af problems which could be

solved on microcomputers.


